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Abstract
The so-called fluctuation theorems pushed the study of systems far beyond equilibrium,
whose response to thermodynamic forces (affinities) is characterized by the reciprocal and
the fluctuation-dissipation relations. All these results rely on the assumption that the observer
has complete information about the system: no hidden leakage to the environment, exact
evaluation of the thermodynamic cost of processes. Will an observer who has marginal
information be able to perform an effective thermodynamic analysis? Given that such observer
will only be able to establish local equilibrium, by perturbing the stalling currents will he/she
observe equilibrium-like fluctuations? Within the formalism of Markov jump processes on
finite networks, we provide a broad theory of the statistical behavior of some out of many
currents that flow across a system. In particular (1) There exist effective affinities for which
an integral fluctuation relation holds; (2) At stalling, i.e. where the marginal currents vanish, a
symmetrized fluctuation-dissipation relation holds; (3) Under reasonable assumptions on the
parametrization of the rates, effective affinities can be operationally defined by a procedure of
tuning to stalling; (4) There exists a notion of marginally time-reversed process which restores
the full-fledged fluctuation relation and reciprocity; (5) There exist fluctuation relations across
different levels in the hierarchy of more and more “complete” theories. The above results
apply to configuration-space currents, and to their phenomenological linear combinations
provided certain symmetries of the effective affinities are respected—a condition whose
range of validity we deem the most interesting question left open to future inquiry.
Keywords Fluctuation relations · Fluctuation–dissipation relations · Continuous-time
Markov chains
Notation and Abbreviations
Acronyms
FR Fluctuation relation
IFR Integral fluctuation relation
MJPG Markov jump-process generator
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NESM Non-equilibrium statistical mechanics
RR Reciprocal relations
SCGF Scaled-cumulant generating function
SFDR Symmetrized fluctuation–dissipation relation
TR Time reversed, time reversal
p.d.f. Probability density function
Graphs
| · | Cardinality of a set or range of an index
G Graph
E Edge set of a graph
I Site (vertex) set of a graph
C Simple oriented cycle
T Spanning tree
i, j, . . . Sites
i j, j i, . . . Oriented edges
∂ Incidence matrix
Linear Algebra
v Vector in R|I |
1 Vector with all unit entries
A Matrix R|I | → R|I |
v All other vectors
Observables
· i j Edge observable
· α Phenomenological observable
ψ ,φ Mean flux, mean current
 t , t Time-integrated stochastic flux, and current
Fi j Thermodynamic force of a transition
A “Real” affinity
Q Effective affinity
σ Mean entropy production rate
	t Stochastic entropy production
p Steady-state of master equation
· st, · eqAt stalling, at equilibrium
wi j (x) Parametrized rates of the master equation
Stochastic Tools
ωt Stochastic trajectory
Dωt Path measure
P Path p.d.f. and its marginals
〈 · 〉 Expected value w.r.t. P(ωt )Dωt
·˜ Hidden time-reversal
λ/ SCGF of edge/phenomenological currents
ζ t Cumulant generating function at time t
M({qα}) Tilted operator
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1 Prologue
Consider an experiment where the flows of certain quantities are measured, due to certain
applied forces. All it takes to properly address the thermodynamics of such setup is to be
able to draw a net demarcation between the open changing system,1 wherethrough physical
quantities flow, and the decorrelated frozen environment wherefrom they come and go. Ideally
for a proper thermodynamic analysis it is crucial to account for all of the currents flowing
through the system, and to assign them their due thermodynamic cost.
However, things do not quite work that way, neither in practice nor in theory. The system’s
boundary, drawn for example on criteria of time-scale separation, of spatial localization,
and of coarse-graining of irrelevant degrees of freedom, might not be crystal-clear. As a
consequence, the measurement apparatus might not resolve important sources of dissipation
due to parasitic currents. Furthermore, unless a microscopic theory is available that explains
what exact causes produce which precise consequences, currents might not be assigned
their proper thermodynamic cost. In other words, the observer might only have marginal
information about the setup, due to technological and theoretical limitations. Nevertheless,
the vast majority of physicists develop a sort of thermodynamic craftsmanship,2 a learned
sense for what is relevant in the controlled laboratory of their experiment (be it factual or
thought). This leads them to identify effective thermodynamic forces that do not dispense
with the laws of thermodynamics. In this process the logic of thermodynamic reasoning is
preserved, but the nature of most of its measurable quantities needs to be renegotiated.
While according to Einstein thermodynamics is “the only physical theory of universal con-
tent […] that will never be overthrown” [2], unlike other theories like Quantum Mechanics
or General Relativity thermodynamics has for long been an intrinsically phenomenological
science, a patchwork of profound laws and contingent principles that do not fit into a coher-
ent mathematical framework. On these premises, it is common practice to invoke textbook
thermodynamics in a literal way, deploying its jargon and formulas with little reference to
the mental and physical processes through which such concepts were formulated. This is the
fertile soil that foments the never-ending stream of pseudoscientific claims of violations the
second law of thermodynamics, whose common root is a fundamental misunderstanding of
which marginal currents and effective forces are actually at play.
Today a rigorous framework for the logical deduction of thermodynamic instances far
from equilibrium is available [3] and in the course of experimental validation [4], and it
claims to become the way thermodynamics is thought of and taught. Modern nonequilibrium
statistical mechanics is based on the assumption that the system’s configurations are explored
by a Markovian dynamics, with transition probabilities biased according to thermodynamic
incentives coming from the environmental reservoirs. This framework allows to characterize
fluctuations of observables, and therefore it applies to small systems, not necessarily in the
so-called “thermodynamic limit,” and in principle it applies arbitrarily far from equilibrium
as long as the Markov assumption remains valid.
At the heart of equilibrium statistical mechanics lies the identification of static physical
properties of a system (e.g. temperature, pressure etc.) with the average behavior of micro-
1 In textbooks of thermodynamics and systems theory a distinction is made between open, closed, and isolated
systems. In our perspective there is no substantial difference between flows of matter and energy. Hence closed
systems are open; isolated systems can be thought of as idealizations of open systems where external influences
are extremely feeble.
2 The role of craftsmanship in the preparation and interpretation of a scientific experiment has been discussed
by sociologist of science Collins [1]. In particular, his analysis of the trimmings with Bayesian inference (ivi,
Chapter 5) struck us as particularly relevant for the foundations of statistical mechanics.
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scopic degrees of freedom that fluctuate (e.g. average kinetic energy, velocity etc.). The first
step out of equilibrium consists of slight perturbations of such observables, whose response
can be characterized in terms of their spontaneous fluctuations at equilibrium, according to
the so-called fluctuation–dissipation relation (FDR) and of the reciprocal relations (RR) that
take the names of some of the heroes of 20th century physics [5–10]. For nonequilibrium
systems, the picture is varied in a dynamical way: here the observables of interest quantify
motility and directionality within a system. The connection between physical and statistical
laws is encoded in the fluctuation relation (FR)—whose precise formulation is embodied in
a plethora of so-called Fluctuation Theorems [11–15]. The FR states that the rate at which
a system delivers entropy to the environment is a measure of the arrow of time, viz. of the
asymmetry between the probability of microscopic paths and their time-reversed. To use a
metaphor, the probability of “getting the toothpaste back into the tube” is exponentially sup-
pressed with respect to that of “getting the toothpaste out of the tube,” using Woody Allen’s
characterization of irreversibly in Whatever works [16].
Most often the paste spreads out according to the second law of thermodynamics (2nd), an
inequality that in this setup easily follows from a more general identity, the integral fluctuation
relation (IFR). All such relations can be resumed in the following implication diagram:
nonequilibrium FR IFR 2nd
near equilibrium RR S − FDR
,
where by S-FDR we intend a symmetrized version of the usual Green–Kubo relation. The role
of the First Law and other conservation laws is more subtle: it can be seen as a requirement
on the form of the rates, which allows to identify the abstract Markovian jumps with physical
currents. We will not consider the other laws of thermodynamics.
Crucially, establishing the above scheme requires that the observer has complete informa-
tion about the system’s currents and forces. The question is then open as about how many of
these results still apply to marginal observables of experimental interest, and what effective
adjustments need eventually to be made. In particular, if the Markov process ventures into
some sector of the configuration space that is hidden to the observer, how should we quantify
the thermodynamic incentives over there?
The purpose of this paper is to present a general theory of the thermodynamics of a
marginal set of currents and of the effective forces that drive them, under the assumption
that somewhere in the belly of these coarser observables there lurk fundamental currents and
forces that abide by the principles of Markovian stochastic thermodynamics. We first show
that only the right-hand side of the above implication diagram stands:
Notice that in the marginal theory the analog of an equilibrium state is a stalling state in
which the marginal currents vanish, while the hidden currents might still be flowing, as if the
observer was in the eye of a hurricane. Importantly, on the condition that the hidden rates
are not affected by the controllable parameters, the effective forces can be determined opera-
tionally by a simple tuning procedure, thus opening the way to experimental implementations
of our theory.
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Furthermore, from a more mathematical perspective, the left part of this diagram can be
reinstated upon an appropriate redefinition of the underlying dynamics of the Markovian
walker. Under this new “hidden time-reversed” dynamics, denoted by a wiggle, we obtain
the inference scheme
nonequilibrium ˜FR IFR 2nd
near stalling ˜RR S − FDR
.
Finally, as the observer adds more and more currents and forces to his accounting, a “hierar-
chy” of marginal theories is explored: a cross-hierarchical FR holds, that is the ultimate core
result of the whole construction.
The validity of FRs under coarse-graining and of FDRs far from equilibrium, in particular
at stalling, are two questions that have been frequently addressed. Let us attempt a overview—
itself marginal.
Gallavotti [17] produced a convincing argument for why it is necessary to address FRs of
local observables: As most systems of thermodynamic interest are large in volume, global
observables are subjected to two extensive limits—one with respect to size and one with
respect to time—hence rare events are even rarer. A special license is then needed to focus
on localized non-extensive observables. In the formalism of chaotic dynamical systems,
Gallavotti heuristically defined a local entropy production rate associated to a microscopic
region of space that satisfies a FR.
The validity of FRs for coarse-grained observables has been considered in Refs. [18] and
[19], where the IFR is studied when the observer has incomplete information. In particular, in
the latter work measurement errors are introduced via a kernel that smoothens the sharp values
of the “real” degrees of freedom into a distribution of coarser observed values. In one specific
model it is found that the IFR can be preserved given a notion of effective work. However,
differing from our setup, this quantity is not stochastic. The coarse-graining of the statistics of
the currents for biochemical systems has been considered in Ref. [20]. The partial fluctuation
theorem in systems weakly coupled to the environment has been studied in Ref. [21], where
it is argued that a violation of the FR can persist even in the limit of vanishing interaction.
Uhl et al. [22] have considered the fluctuations of an apparent entropy production in bipartite
systems, finding many cases where an effective affinity restores the FR. For chemical networks
where only some molecular species can be monitored experimentally, Bravi and Sollich [23]
derived systematic models for subsystem dynamics that can help with the inference problem
of estimating properties of the environment from observed sub-network dynamics. Another
situation where the observer does not have access to all of the thermodynamic currents are
stochastic models of so-called “Maxwell demons”, systems composed of an engine and a
memory that operates a feedback control on the engine. To the total dissipation rate contribute
fluxes of energy and of information, and an observer that does not duly keep into account
the demon observes controversial behavior [24–26]. The FR in such models was investigated
in Ref. [27], where the problem was solved by defining suitable observables that reinstate
the FR, but which differ in nature from currents. Similar in spirit are the FRs for conditional
and marginal probabilities discussed in Ref. [28], where appropriate terms are added to the
entropy production rate in bipartite systems where one degree of freedom is neglected, and
the hidden Markov models considered in Ref. [29]. All these approaches differ from ours as
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we assess properties of marginal observables without resorting to ad hoc redefinitions of the
stochastic observable under consideration (the currents).
Because of hidden heat flows, system-bath correlations in either classical or quantum sys-
tems, if not taken into proper account, might lead to violations of the laws of thermodynamics
[30]. The authors of Ref. [31] comment that “in order to re-establish the laws of thermody-
namics, one not only has to look at the local marginal systems, but also [at] the correlations
between them”, and this can be achieved by some effective description. Effective thermo-
dynamic potentials also play a role in systems strongly coupled to their surroundings [32].
Estimation of incomplete entropy production may also occur in systems with phenomeno-
logical forces accounting for fast interchange with the bath [33].
Another procedure that naturally leads to questions about marginal currents is the separa-
tion of fast vs. slow degrees of freedom. An effective affinity has been proposed to analyze
experiments where a slow degree of freedom has been observed while the fast ones were
integrated away [34]. The effect of time-scale separation in thermodynamics has been stud-
ied in Ref. [35] and recently in Refs. [36–38]. The former highlights that effective dynamics
only preserve certain thermodynamic properties if internal detailed balance is obeyed, a feat
that will play some role in our analysis of phenomenological currents. The latter show that
in general the blanket is too narrow, and either dynamics or thermodynamics need to be
sacrificed: while in their case it is thermodynamics, in ours it will be dynamics—viz. we are
not presenting a theory of an effective dynamics in the observable configuration space.
Stalling steady states have been considered before by Qian [39], who dubbed the effective
affinity that we will later introduce “isometric force”, and they play a role in the analysis of
molecular motors [40]. Stalling currents also appear to play an important role in efficiency
optimization, as e.g. in so-called Büttiker probes [41–43]. An effective two-terminal ther-
moelectric nanomachine, obtained starting from a more complete three-terminal machine
with one stalling current, has been considered in Ref. [44] to study the effect of asymmetric
Onsager coefficients on efficiency.
Response far from equilibrium is a broadly studied subject. In general, it is well-understood
that the FDR has to be modified by including the correlation of the current with a quantity
that is symmetric under time-reversal, alongside with the current’s self-correlation. This can
give rise to interesting behavior such as negative differential mobility, i.e. the fact that one can
“get less by pushing more,” as is well illustrated in the driven lattice Lorentz gas described
in Ref. [45,46]. Experimental verifications of modified FDRs are also available [47]. We will
only briefly address the response of systems arbitrarily far from equilibrium, and mostly
focus on response at stalling. Far from equilibrium, the notion of an effective temperature
has been investigated in weakly ergodic ageing systems [48,49].
Part of the material covered in this manuscript has been anticipated by the Authors in
Ref. [50] for the case where the currents count a single transition in configuration space.
Response out of stalling was presented to some extent in Ref. [51], which was stimulated by
the specific analysis found in Refs. [52,53]. One of the Authors considered FRs for a marginal
current in the case of electron transport in a double quantum dot in Ref. [54]. A construction
analogous to ours that allows to prove IFRs for appropriate functionals was advanced by
Shiraishi and other authors [55–57]. A comparison of our proposal and Shiraishi’s was
provided in Ref. [58].
Outlying the theory in full requires to deploy a broad spectrum of techniques, ranging
from Markov processes, to algebraic graph theory [59], to the theory of large deviations of
stochastic processes [60], etc. We can only introduce them in a very compact form in Sect. 3.2
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and give numerous references. We take the chance to shortly review in some detail some of
the mathematical techniques that support the logical development of the theory, casting them
in our own language. For some of these results, we provide novel derivations. A disclaimer
about the mathematics: All our new results will be framed as “Propositions” in order pinpoint
the logical structure of the discourse. Propositions are statements that, to the best of our
understanding, are outlined and argued in a sufficiently self-consistent way, but which might
fall short in meeting the standards that mathematicians intend. In particular, we make no
distinction between Theorems, Lemmas, Corollaries, Remarks etc. We give no complete
statement of the assumptions for each proposition because of an objective lack of expertize
in the more advanced issues of probability theory and Markov processes. Nevertheless we
trust the overall coherency of our argumentation, and we encourage improvement on rigor.
The ornament on p. 45 marks the point where most of the results are either new, or they are
reinterpreted in a novel way.
Inspired by the pedagogical principle by Albert V. Baez in his unconventional physics
textbook Ref. [61], we use a spiralling approach to the presentation of the material. The
title, the abstract and this prologue represent the first three spirals of five more and more
in-depth variations on the theme. The paper is structured as a Greek tragedy, with the main
material exposed in a technical way in the episodes, preceded by the prologue that the reader
is just reading, and most importantly by the parode, the first song sung by the chorus, which
anticipates the main themes in a self-contained manner. Throughout the play the chorus stays
on stage as a constant interlocutor, so the reader should always keep in mind the voice of the
parode, which is structured into a strophê and a antistrophê with the same meter, where we
present the older material and the newer one, in parallel ways. The parode ends with an epode
on future perspectives related to our results, while more technical conclusions are drawn in
the closing exode. The preceding stasimon, the final song sung by the choir, is in a diminished
locrian mode. The reason why this story should be a tragedy, rather than a comedy, is not
clear to the authors.
2 Parode: Enunciation of theMain Results
Before dwelling into our theory in full detail, in this Parode we present a less technical, yet
self-contained discussion of the main results, which can be considered as an independent
letter on its own. This “entrance ode” is meant to provide the reader knowledgeable in the
field with enough details to reproduce most of the results on his own, and the neophyte with
an overview on the main lines of reasoning. Quoting (with minor adjustments.) A. V. Baez
[61], «the reader may go through this section rapidly, as it takes him through a round of the
spiral; the treatment may strike him as light, even inadequate. But he/she should rest assured,
however, that we are laying a good foundation for a more concise and mathematical treatment
in the following chapters ».
We will first introduce the known facts regarding a “complete” set of currents to make
contact with established knowledge and lingo in the field. We then introduce our new results
about marginal sets of currents, paralleling them to the older results. Finally we explain some
of the main technical ingredients underlying our results, and draw conclusions.
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Fig. 1 First row: on the left, pictorial representation of a system through which currents flow; on the right, the
standpoint of a marginal observer that only measures certain currents. In the second, the system’s state space
that mediates the passage of currents is resolved: it is a discrete network
2.1 Strophê: “Complete” Fluctuations and Response
Macroscopic thermodynamics describes systems through which a certain number3 |α| of
(steady) currents φα flow, powered by conjugate thermodynamic forces or affinities Aα .
The system can be seen as an interface between several reservoirs, with the currents flowing
through the system, to and from reservoirs. We take currents and affinities to be a “complete”
set of core, irreducible observables, assuming that all conservation laws, e.g. of energy (First
Law of thermodynamics), number of particles, etc. have already been taken care by gauging
out certain reference reservoirs. We shall explain what it exactly means to be “complete” later
in this Parode. Then the affinities usually are differences of inverse temperatures, chemical
potentials, etc., and currents are “conserved on their own”. For this reason we drew them as
in-out “reservoir arrows” in the illustration Fig. 1. The macroscopic entropy production rate
(EPR) is defined as the bilinear form
σ :=
∑
α
φαAα. (1)
3 Symbol | · | denotes both the cardinality of sets and the range of indexes. Wherever possible, we will omit
to specify the range of indexes.
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When we go microscopic, because of thermal noise we need to allow for fluctuations.
We thus make currents into random variables. We consider a single realization, or path
or trajectory ωt of a hypothetical experiment in a time window [0, t]. The stochastic time-
integrated currents tα := α[ωt ] are functionals of such trajectory, typically time-extensive.
Therefore
φα := lim
t→∞
〈
tα
〉
t
(2)
converges and yields the mean steady currents, where the average is taken with respect to a
probability measure over trajectories P(ωt )Dωt , that we will describe in detail in Sect. 3.5.1.
Along a single realization of the process, we define the entropy production as
∑
tαAα + O(1). (3)
Here O(1) stands for contributions that do not add-up in time, which are due to the transient
adjustment of the system’s internal entropy. With a slight stretch of imagination, the entropy
production can be considered as the amount of entropy delivered to the environment during
the process; however, to be slightly pedantic, we must emphasize that in our approach there
is no such thing like a state function “entropy of the environment”.
The entropy production is the major actor in the so-called fluctuation relation (FR) [13–
15,62–64]
P({α})
P({−α}) = exp
∑
αAα (4)
where P({α}) is the probability density function (p.d.f.) that the time-integrated currents
tα take values in a neighborhood of α . In the rest of the paper we will adopt a strategy
discussed in Ref. [62] by which we can deal with finite-time FRs on the same footing as with
asymptotic ones, whereby the above relation is exact equality at all times, provided the initial
configuration from which the trajectory departs is selected with an appropriate probability
distribution. In all those cases where results only hold in the long-time limit, we will use the
asymptotic equality . The reader not interested in these subtleties might just view all the
FRs as asymptotic at t → +∞.
An immediate corollary of the FR is the integral fluctuation relation (IFR)
〈
exp −∑αAα
〉 = 1. (5)
The IFR embodies and refines the Second Law of thermodynamics, which states that on
average the EPR is non-negative,
σ ≥ 0, (6)
an immediate consequence of Eq. (5), via Jensen’s inequality for convex functions.
A system is said to be detailed balanced when all of the affinities vanish; in this case the
steady state is an equilibrium, that is, all mean steady currents vanish:
equilibrium : Aα = 0,∀α ⇐⇒ φα = 0,∀α. (7)
It is well known that the FR actually gives rise to a cornucopia of IFRs [65]. We notice
here in passing, as a new result, that in the case where only two processes contribute to the
total entropy production, |α| = 2, from the FR also follows
〈exp −1A1〉 = 〈exp −2A2〉 . (8)
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We dub this the reciprocal IFR. The interesting feature of this relation is that it resolves and
relates the statistics of two currents that can be quite different in physical nature.
The FR allows to derive all known results of response theory close to equilibrium. To
attack this problem, we introduce an explicit dependency of the structural properties of the
system (viz. the transition rates of the underlying stochastic dynamics) on certain parameters
x = {xκ }|κ|κ=1, |κ| ≥ |α|, with the following requirement:
A0 The first |α| of these parameters are thermodynamic, meaning that there exist constants
x
eq
α such that
Aα(x) = xα − xeqα . (9)
All other parameters {xκ }κ>|α|, on which the affinities do not depend, are kinetic.
Notice that while this is just a contrived way to say that we either perturb the affinities, or
some property that does not alter the affinity, this subtlety will play an important role below.
At x = xeq the system satisfies detailed balance whereby all of the forces Aα(xeq) = 0
vanish and so do the currents, φeqα := φα(xeq) = 0, where the superscript “ eq ” means
“evaluated at x = xeq”.
For systems that are slightly perturbed out of equilibrium, two major results hold: the
(symmetrized) fluctuation–dissipation relation (S-FDR) and the reciprocal relations (RR)
[7,8,10]. Defining the response coefficients as
φα;κ := ∂φα
∂xκ
, (10)
these two near-equilibrium relations state respectively that the response to a variation of a
thermodynamic parameter at x = xeq satisfies
φ
eq
α;α′ + φeqα′;α = φeqαα′ (11a)
φ
eq
α;α′ − φeqα′;α = 0 (11b)
where
φαα′ := lim
t→∞
1
t
〈(
tα −
〈
tα
〉) (
tα′ −
〈
tα′
〉)〉 (12)
is the steady-state variance of the currents, properly scaled with time. The S-FDR and the
RR can be proven quite straightforwardly as corollaries of the FR. More importantly for this
paper, the first result follows as a corollary of the IFR Eq. (5), and the second as a corollary
of the reciprocal IFR Eq. (8). At equilibrium, currents do not respond to a variation of the
kinetic parameters:
φ
eq
α;κ = 0, κ > |α|. (13)
Furthermore, the FR can be employed to produce higher-order response relations [66–68],
which constitute the most promising testing ground for our theory. For example, at third
order, focusing on one single current, near equilibrium one obtains
φ
eq
ααα = 0 (14a)
φ
eq
αα;α − φeqα;αα = 0, (14b)
where φααα is the scaled third-order cumulant. The first relation is due to the fact that
at equilibrium the current p.d.f. is symmetric, Peq({α}) = Peq({−α}), and the second
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expresses the second-order response of the average current in terms of the first-order response
of its variance.
Let us now sketch the mathematical framework and assumptions based on which the
above results can be derived (full details in Sect. 3.2). We consider a continuous-time, discrete
configuration-space Markov “jump” process occurring on a finite network with configurations
(sites in graph-theoretic language) i, j, . . . connected by transitions (oriented edges) i j, . . .,
where the i is the final site and j is the starting site, following the right-to-left physicists’
convention. The dynamics can be described by an evolution equation for the probability pi (t)
of being in configuration i at time t , governed by the master equation
d
dt
p(t) = W p(t). (15)
Here, p = (p1(t))i and W is a Markov-jump process generator (MJPG) with entries
Wij =
{
wi j , i = j
−wi i = j . , (16)
where wi = ∑l w j i is the exit rate out of a configuration. We call W the forward generator.
The dependence on the external parameters is encoded in the rates wi j = wi j (x). Given
the steady state of the dynamics p, satisfying W p = 0, one can construct the time-reversed
generator W = PW T P−1, or, simply, time reversal (TR), where P = diag (pi )i . In a sense,
time reversal “runs steady states back in time,” with detailed-balanced (equilibrium) systems
obeying time-reversal symmetry
W (xeq) = W (xeq). (17)
Time-integrated edge currents ti j count the net number of times a certain transition is per-
formed along a single realization of the process; all possible current-like observables tα are
linear combinations of edge currents. It is usually more practical to study the currents’ statis-
tics via their cumulants, properly scaled in time. An important result in the theory of the large
deviations of Markov processes allows to obtain the currents’ scaled cumulant generating
function (SCGF)4 λ({qα}) as the dominant eigenvalue of a suitably defined “tilted” operator,
see Sect. 3.5.3. Then the FR Eq. (4) translates into the following fluctuation symmetry [15]
λ({qα}) = λ({Aα − qα}), (18)
while the IFR Eq. (5) reads
λ({Aα}) = 0 (19)
and the reciprocal IFR Eq. (8) reads
λ({A1, 0}) = λ({0,A2}). (20)
All of the above results hold in the following “complete” setups:
A1 Index α spans through independent cycles in the network. The affinities are computed as
the sum of the log-ratio of the rates log wi j/wj i along such cycles, and their conjugate
currents tα are edge currents associated to certain preferred transitions in the network,
4 We actually adopt the sign convention of Touchette [60] rather than that of Lebowitz and Spohn [15] on the
definition of the tilted operator, and thus on the SCGF—which in our case is actually a signed SCGF.
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in the light of Schnakenberg’s cycle analysis of steady states, which is the analog of
Kirchhoff’s mesh analysis of electrical circuits applied to Markov processes [64,69,70].
A2 Index α ranges through a smaller number of phenomenological currents, which in realis-
tic physical models are associated to several transitions in the configuration network of a
system. Provided such transitions cover at least a basis of cycles, correspondingly, for the
FR to hold, the cycle affinities must enjoy certain symmetries, a condition called local
detailed balance or thermodynamic consistency—or simply consistency, systematically
analyzed in Refs. [71,73].
For example, if measured independently, the set of currents denoted by double arrows in the
following network form a minimal “complete” set according to setup A1,
A1)
• 1 • •2
•
3
• •
4
.
As detailed in Sect. 3.4, the corresponding cycle affinities are calculated as the log-ratio of the
product of the rates on a basis of fundamental cycles. We can represent them diagrammatically
as
(21)
where the arrows in the diagrams imply multiplication of the corresponding rates.
Instead, if the observer is only capable of measuring a linear combination of the above
currents, then we fall within setup A2. This might be the case when several transitions
in configuration space correspond to the exchange of the same physical quantity with one
particular reservoir, a situation that we illustrate by a curly “reservoir arrow,” borrowing from
the chemistry literature. For example, the system
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A2)
• • •
• • •
corresponds to the situation where each of the four transitions contributes one unit to the
phenomenological current, but the observer would not be able to tell which one of the transi-
tions happened. Then, to grant consistency, for this particular example the affinities along the
cycles depicted above must all take the same value (otherwise, by a calorimetric experiment
the observer would be able to tell the difference!).
Let us give an insight on the physical interpretation of transition rates and on their ther-
modynamically consistent parametrization assumed in A0. For detailed balanced systems
subject to conservative forces, the most general form that the rate of hopping from site j to
site i can take is
w
eq
i j = vi j exp −u j (22)
where vi j = vj i > 0 is symmetric. From a physical standpoint, in view of e.g. the Arrhenius
law [72], one can portray the configuration space of a system as a landscape with the sharpest
minima at the configuration sites, separated by activation barriers. The configuration function
ui and the symmetric term vi j fully describe such an internal landscape. For systems that do
not satisfy detailed balance an asymmetric term aij = −aji appears and we can generally
write [73]
wi j = weqi j exp aij/2. (23)
The intuition is that the non-conservative term aij is a relic of the interaction of the system with
the degrees of freedom of an external reservoir that influences the transition. For example,
in the procedure of obtaining an open irreversible chemical network from a closed one
by chemostatting chemical species described in Ref. [74], the internal landscape is fully
encoded in the reaction rates, while the terms aij correspond to the concentrations of the
external chemostats. Importantly, thermodynamic affinities only depend on the latter: the
transformation of one particular affinity dAα , at fixed values of all other affinities, only
involves: (A0.i) a local transformation of the external “relic” terms along the network’s
edges that are peculiar to that particular mechanism; (A0.ii) a global transformation of the
internal energy landscape. We will detail this issue in Sect. 5.8.
We will call a transformation of the form
wi j → w′i j = wi j e−a j (24)
a gauge transformation. Under such a transformation, the log-ratio of the rates log wi j/wj i
transforms like an inhomogeneous gauge connection, but the affinities are invariant. In a
sense, they are the Wilson loops of the theory. This nomenclature is, in fact, more than an
analogy. Gauge invariance of nonequilibrium thermodynamics is a concept put forward by
one of the authors in Refs. [75,76]. There, it is argued that it is a necessary property if one
wants to make sense of thermodynamics as a science of information and ignorance [77], as
the corresponding continuous symmetry corresponds to a modification of prior probabilities.
Therefore gauge invariance allows to deal with biases encoded in prior information, often
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perceived as a threat to the “objectivity” of the theory. A more physical motivation of gauge
invariance in terms of thermodynamics potentials can be found in Ref. [78].
2.2 Antistrophê: Marginal Fluctuations and Response
We now focus on a subset of |μ| < |α| currents {tμ} and consider their marginal p.d.f.
P({μ}) :=
∫
∏
α>|μ|
dα P({α}). (25)
The questions we address are: which of the above relations survive, what new results emerge,
and under which (presumably stricter) conditions?
The central result in this paper (Propositions 3, 19) is that there exist effective affinities
Qμ such that a marginal IFR holds
〈
exp −
∑
μQμ
〉
= 1, (26)
despite the fact that the full-fledged FR does not,
P({μ})
P({−μ}) = exp
∑
Qμμ, (27)
and, provided there is at least one additional unobserved current, neither does the reciprocal
IFR,
〈exp −1Q1〉 = 〈exp −2Q2〉 , (28)
Here and below = loosely means “generally not,” keeping into consideration that one can
always fabricate systems whose marginal currents do obey the marginal FR (e.g. systems
with statistically independent currents because of a special topology of the network). That the
FR does not generally hold can already be deduced by the analysis of specific examples, see
e.g. Ref. [53]. Again, our marginal IFR holds asymptotically, for any given initial ensemble,
or at all times provided the trajectory’s initial configuration is sampled from a special state
p st that we will describe shortly.
However, a moment of reflection leads to the conclusion that, per se, the existence of
values of the {Qμ} that make Eq. (26) true should be no surprise. If we are allowed to tune
such values at will, the average of the exponential can definitely range anywhere from 0
to +∞. As we will discuss later in this Parode, for |μ| > 1 there actually is a continuum
of candidate effective affinities fulfilling the marginal IFR. Thus, what is important is not
that there exist such values, but that they can be given an operational interpretation.5 We
reserve the expression “effective affinities” and the notation {Qμ} to one particular choice of
those values, identified by a constructive procedure that we will soon detail, and that most
importantly grants that they are marginally thermodynamic in the sense that
∂
∂xμ′
Qμ(x) = δμ,μ′ = ∂
∂xμ′
Aμ(x). (29)
This is crucial if we want to produce a response theory. However, this latter fact requires to
slightly reduce the scope of assumption A0:
5 Interestingly, the same emphasis on this operational aspect is found in the already mentioned textbook by
Baez: “An understanding of concepts requires, however, much more than the ability to recite the associated
words and their dictionary definitions. It is necessary to study, and preferably to experience, the operations
that give meaning to the words.”
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B0 Thermodynamic parameters only affect the rates of the networks’ edges that support the
current of observational interest.
We will investigate at length the difference between A0 and B0 in Sect. 5.8. Let us already
give a piece of good news, in the light of the physical parametrization of the transition
rates discussed in the previous section. The only difference with respect to the parametriza-
tion of the “real” affinities of the “complete” theory is that modifications of the internal
landscape might affect effective affinities. Therefore we can only afford (A0.i) the same
local transformation of the external antisymmetric terms along the network’s edges that
are peculiar to that particular mechanism. Instead, we need to replace (A0.ii) with (B0.ii)
a local transformation of the internal energy landscape. This is not a dramatic restric-
tion. As a matter of fact, the workings of Proposition 28 basically show that there is not
much more to “thermodynamic parametrization” than there is in “local parametrization,”
so that this whole discussion can be safely dismissed: the whole point of this discourse
is to show that the parametrization does not really affect the theory, unless one plays
devil’s advocate by picking a very nonlocal and contrived parametrization. As far as we
only modify reservoir properties (e.g. temperatures, chemical potentials), we are on safe
grounds.
From the marginal IFR follows that the marginal EPR
∑Qμφμ is positive, while notice
that in general the “piece” of EPR
∑Aμφμ might be not, due to the phenomenon of
transduction by which some currents can be made to run against their conjugate thermo-
dynamic forces by a conjure of the other currents and forces [79]. More interestingly,
we prove in Proposition 21 that the marginal EPR is always smaller than the “complete”
EPR
0 ≤ ∑Qμφμ ≤
∑Aαφα, (30)
This generalizes the results of Ref. [58], which deals with the case |μ| = 1. These con-
siderations open up the question in what sense
∑
μQμφμ can actually be interpreted as
EPR from a marginal point of view. As shown in Ref. [50], and recapitulated in Sect. 4.5,
in the case of a single current supported on one edge, indeed this quantity represents
the putative EPR evaluated by a local observer that can only access information about
a specific transition of the system, and who formulates a minimal steady-state model of
the hidden sector of the system. We lack the generalization of this latter argument to
|μ| > 1.
In fact, there exists entire hierarchies of marginal theories, according to whether one
measures |μ| = 1, 2, . . . , |α| currents, up to a “complete” set. For example, the above case
study admits |α|! = 24 hierarchies, among which
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|μ| = |α| = 4
• • •
• • •
|μ| = 3
• • •
• • •
|μ| = 2
• • •
• • •
|μ| = 1
• • •
• • •
.
Within any one such hierarchy, we will be able to show that the mean EPR estimated at each
level is smaller than that estimated at the subsequent level,
0 ≤ · · · ≤
|μ|
∑
μ=1
Q1,...,|μ|μ φμ ≤ · · · ≤
|α|
∑
α=1
Q1,...,|α|α φα, (31)
where we now added a superscript as a further specification of the effective affinities, to
highlight the fact that they are associated with the |μ|-th theory in the hierarchy. That is
because effective affinities associated to the same current, but referring to different levels in
the hierarchy, are generally different. The “real” affinities Aα = Q1,...,|α|α are the last in the
hierarchy.
(We now go back to dropping the hierarchy specification superscript 1, . . . , |μ|.) A system
for which all marginal currents vanish, φstμ = 0,∀μ, is said to be at stalling, where it stalls.
We will show (Propositions 11, 22) that one achieves stalling if and only if all of the effective
affinities vanish:
stalling : Qμ = 0,∀μ ⇐⇒ φμ = 0,∀μ. (32)
While the marginal currents vanish at stalling, all other currents need not vanish. Hence
stalling steady states are generally far from equilibrium, and can be interpreted as states of
“local equilibrium” with respect to our hypothetical marginal observer. Clearly, the variety
of stalling values xst includes that of equilibrium values xeq, and typically the latter is a set
of zero measure in the former.
Let us now consider response to perturbations out of stalling. The IFR alone grants the
validity of the S-FDR, but not of the RR:
φstμ;μ′ + φstμ′;μ = φstμμ′ (33a)
φstμ;μ′ − φstμ′;μ = 0. (33b)
This is a clear-cut experimental prediction of our theory: While the S-FDR relation is common
to response out of equilibrium and out of stalling, the violation of the RR is a signature of
stalling. Notice that Eq. (29) is a guarantee that perturbations with respect to the effective
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affinities are the same as perturbations with respect to the “real” affinities, so that to test
response at stalling no specific experimental protocol has to be devised that is inherently
different than that at equilibrium, provided assumption B0 is met. This is crucially important:
We want the experimental apparatuses of the “complete” and the marginal theories to be the
same, because in principle there is no a priori assurance that the system we are going to
measure is actually complete.
Let us now look at other signatures of stalling. Differing from the “real” affinities, the
effective affinities might still depend on the rest of the parameters z := {xκ }κ>|μ|
Qμ(x) = xμ − x stμ(z). (34)
These include the kinetic ones. In other words, the effective affinities might be sensible to
modifications of the internal landscape even in the hidden sector of the system. This gives
rise, in spite of Eq. (13), to the response formula
⎛
⎝
∑
μ
φμ;κ
dx stμ
dxκ
+ 1
2
∑
μ,μ′
φμμ′
dx stμ
dxκ
dx st
μ′
dxκ
⎞
⎠
st
= 0, (35)
equipped with orthogonality relation
∑
μ
φμ
dx stμ
dxκ
= 0. (36)
Hence, perturbations of kinetic parameters, even far from the observable configurations,
might lead to a perturbation of the steady state out of stalling. Local equilibrium is more
fragile than equilibrium, as intuitive.
Considering higher cumulants, at third order we find, in spite of the two equations in
Eq. (14), that
φstμ;μμ − φstμμ;μ =
1
3
φstμμμ, (37)
while in general
φstμμμ = 0. (38)
This is due to the fact that, at stalling, the marginal p.d.f. is not necessarily symmetric,
Pst({μ}) = Pst({−μ}). Therefore, the skewness of the p.d.f. is a signature of a stalling
steady state.
In the framework of Markov jump-processes on a network briefly described above,
marginal currents and their conjugate effective affinities can either be
B1 Currents flowing along single edges, but with some cycles left out from the accounting.
Effective affinities are uniquely identified by the theory.
B2 Phenomenological currents. In this case, our construction only holds provided that effec-
tive affinities satisfy a condition of marginal consistency that with simple examples can
be shown to be stricter than “complete” consistency.
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An example of setup B1 is the following network
where arrowed transitions are observable, and grey transitions are hidden. The remaining
two transitions are kept black because, at a steady state, the current flowing through them is
known. Let us denote the observable transitions iμ jμ. The effective affinities are identified
according to the following recipe: Remove all the observable transitions (we may assume for
simplicity that the network remains connected, but this is not mandatory):
On such a reduced configuration space, let us consider the dynamics described by the
hidden generator Whid obtained by setting the rates of the observable transitions to zero,
wiμ jμ = w jμiμ = 0. Let the system relax to the stalling steady state p st of the hidden
dynamics, Whid p st = 0. Then the effective affinities are given by
Qμ = log
wiμ jμ pstjμ
w jμiμ pstiμ
. (39)
From an operational perspective, to find the effective affinities there is no need to know the
actual rates, as one can just tune parameters to make the currents stall {φμ} = 0. In fact,
notice that a local parametrization of the rates such as
wiμ jμ(x)
w jμiμ(x)
= exp xμ (40)
yields
Qμ(x) = xμ − x stμ (41)
where x stμ = log(pstiμ/pstjμ). Furthermore, we can show that there is no difference between
“tuning to stalling” and “removing” as far as the stalling steady state is concerned (see
Proposition 23). This latter expression is the fundamental link between the mathematical
and the operational definitions of the effective affinities, thus the cornerstone of the physical
interpretation of our theory. The effective affinities have a twofold characterization. On the
one hand, they can be interpreted as the forces exerted on the observable edges at a quench,
that is, by preparing the system in steady state p st and then suddenly switching on the
transition rates. On the other, they can be obtained by tuning the controllable parameters
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to the stalling values that make currents stall. Furthermore, the effective affinities will be
shown to be gauge invariant under transformation Eq. (24), exactly like their “complete”
counterparts, thus granting the compatibility of the theory with foundational requirements.
Notice that, like we briefly mentioned above, when considering an observer who adds
more and more currents to his/her observational basket, different marginal theories are gen-
erated. Now the reason is clear: the stalling steady state obtained by removing |μ| edges
is different from that obtained by removing a subset |μ′| ⊂ |μ|. As observed, the effective
affinities conjugate to one particular current differ among themselves at different levels of
such hierarchy, which implies that the stalling values x |μ|,stμ differ as well. From an opera-
tional point of view, this phenomenon has a simple interpretation: by virtue of Eq. (35), once
the first |μ′| currents stall, tuning the other |μ| − |μ′| to stalling will also perturb the first,
thus disrupting the stalling steady state achieved before. This creates space for an interesting
question, whether there exists a smart iterative procedure to tune to stalling.
Like with affinities, we can give a graphical representation of effective affinities. For
example, for level |μ| = 3 in the hierarchy illustrated above we have three effective affinities.
Let’s consider only the first, which reads:
(42)
In a way, like each “real” affinity in Eq. (21) is defined along one fundamental cycle, cycles
(more than one) still play a role in the definition of the effective affinity, though in a more
involved way. The effective affinity includes all of the cycles that pass through the observable
transition and that are not already “taken care for” by other observable transitions. This “dress-
ing” of the affinity by resumming diagrams is somewhat reminiscent of the paradigm of the
renormalization of particles’s masses and charges in Quantum Field Theory. It’s interesting to
compare these effective affinities to the “real” affinities of such cycles C  μ,  μ′ = μ that
contain the observable edge under scrutiny but not all others. We can prove as a consequence
of the log-sum inequality in information theory that
Qμ ≤
∑
C φCAC
∑
C φC
, (43)
where the φC are the so-called Hill cycle currents [79,80], which provide a fundamental
cycle decomposition of the stochastic process.
If instead we are in framework B2, and for example the two observable currents considered
above are associated to the same reservoir so that the observer measures the sum of their
values
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then the theory stands on the major assumption of marginal consistency, which in this par-
ticular case requires the two effective affinities to be identical. Systems that fail to meet
this condition exhibit a violation of the IFR and of the S-FDR. At stalling, where the phe-
nomenological current vanishes (e.g. the sum of the two currents in the current example),
the condition of marginal consistency has an intuitive physical interpretation: we will show
in Proposition 31 that it is met if all of the microscopic edge currents contributing to a
phenomenological current also vanish. For example, the following configuration of currents
makes the phenomenological current vanish, but it is internally lively, which would lead the
observer to estimate a vanishing effective EPR where, instead, there is effective dissipation:
Here, every arrow depicts a “quantum” of current; notice that Kirchhoff’s current law is
satisfied at each site of the network. For such a system, our theory will not work. Proposition
32 makes the point that, if for all possible values of the microscopic currents there is no
internal dissipation, then the theory is marginally consistent.
The main instrument we will employ is the SCGF of the marginal currents λ({qμ}),
which by the contraction principle in Large Deviation Theory can be obtained from that
of the “complete” currents by setting qα = 0, for all unobserved currents α > |μ|. As
briefly mentioned above, it is well known from Large Deviation Theory that the SCGF is the
dominant Perron–Froebenius eigenvalue of the so-called tilted operator M({qμ}), obtained
from the MJPG W by augmenting the off-diagonal entries corresponding to the transitions of
interest with exponential factors that depend on the counting variables qμ. In general the tilted
operator is not a MJPG. Nevertheless, the central result in our paper, stated in Proposition
1 (for one single edge current) and Proposition 17 (for several edge currents), shows that,
letting Pst be the diagonal positive-definite matrix Pst = diag {psti }i , then the operator
˜W := Pst M({Qμ})T Pst−1 (44)
is indeed a MJPG, which we call the hidden time-reversal (hidden TR) generator. Since
˜W and M({Qμ})T are similar, their common Perron eigenvalue vanishes and we obtain the
marginal IFR for the SCGF
λ({Qμ}) = 0. (45)
For |μ| > 1 there actually exists a continuum of values qμ ≡ q∗μ for which λ({q∗μ}) = 0.
Consider for example the case |μ| = 2. In this case, unless the system displays critical behav-
ior (nonequilibrium phase transitions [81]), the SCGF is a paraboloid-like curve. Its locus of
zeroes is a closed convex curve that includes (0, 0), and the effective affinities (Q1,21 ,Q1,22 ).
Also, where it meets with the two axis, it also includes the two effective affinities (0,Q22)
and (Q11, 0) (some illustrative figures can be found on p. 74). All these values have a special
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physical interpretation, and in particular they are well-behaved as comes to thermodynami-
cally consistent parametrizations of the rates. All other values q∗1 , q∗2 are not representative
of anything physical, to the best of our understanding.
A compelling question is what kind of process evolves by the hidden TR generator. We
collect evidence that hidden TR “tends to preserve” the dynamics in the observable sector
of the configuration space, while it “tends to invert” it in the hidden sector. We show that
(Propositions 4, 17):
W =: Wmar + Whid (46a)
˜W = Wmar + Whid (46b)
The first equation actually defines the marginal generator Wmar on the marginal edge set as
that which has vanishing entries for all edges that do not belong to the observable configuration
space. In the second expression there appears the time reversal of the hidden generator
Whid = PstW Thid Pst−1. Notice that, differing from the time reversal of the full generator W ,
here inversion needs to be taken with respect to the stalling steady state (which in fact is
the steady state of Whid). Then, the hidden TR ˜W only reverses the dynamics in the hidden
configuration space. Furthermore, the hidden TR construction is involutive:
˜W = W . (47)
Marginal and hidden degrees of freedom are intertwined. In particular, as a simple con-
sequence of Kirchhoff’s current law, one cannot modify hidden currents without affecting
the observable currents. So, for example, if this is a steady configuration of currents in the
forward dynamics,
then the corresponding steady configuration according to the hidden TR dynamics might
look something like this (we emphasize that these are just pictorial illustrations):
Notice that the observable cycle currents maintain the same direction, while the hidden
currents “tend to be reversed,” though such inversion cannot be exact otherwise Kirchhoff’s
current law would be violated.
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We can also consider the behavior of the other law of Kirchhoff, the loop (or cycle) law
prescribing the values of the “real” affinities. We show (Proposition 7) that the hidden TR
generator reverses all of the hidden “real” affinities, while it “tries to preserve” the marginal
ones:
˜Aμ = 2Qμ −Aμ, μ ≤ |μ|, (48a)
˜Aα = −Aα, α > |μ|. (48b)
Notice that at stalling all of the affinities are exactly reversed. In fact, at stalling the hidden
TR generator coincides with the forward TR generator
˜W (xst) = W (xst), (49)
which is the analog of the detailed-balance condition Eq. (17).
Associated to the marginal dynamics is a marginal path measure ˜P , in terms of which we
can prove the marginal FR
P({μ})
˜P({−μ})
= exp
∑
Qμμ, (50)
which can be equivalently stated as a marginal fluctuation symmetry as
λ({qμ}) =˜λ({Qμ − qμ}). (51)
Notice the crucial difference with respect to its “complete” counterpart Eq. (27): in this case
we are comparing different probability distributions, which opens up the question whether
the hidden TR dynamics can be operationally defined, just like effective affinities were. From
Eq. (50) we can restore the generalized RR at stalling
φstμ;μ′ = ˜φstμ′;μ. (52)
More in general, all of the higher-order response relations that characterize “complete” sys-
tems can be restored upon appropriate hidden TR. Surprisingly, we can even prove, only at
long times, a inter-hierarchical FR
˜P |μ|
(
{μ}|μ|μ=1
)
˜P |μ′|
(
{μ}|μ|μ=1
)  exp
⎛
⎝
|μ|
∑
μ=1
Q1,...,|μ|μ μ −
|μ′|
∑
μ=1
Q1,...,|μ′|μ μ
⎞
⎠ , (53)
where |μ′| > |μ| and where now ˜P |μ| is the hidden TR associated to the |μ|-th marginal
theory in the hierarchy.
Finally, we also stack one negative result to the pile. Recently an uncertainty relation
connecting a current’s error and total dissipation has been proven [82–85]. However, the
bound is not strict and it is only significant when the current quantifies the full dissipation.
For marginal currents, it makes for a natural conjecture to speculate that the effective affinity
would enter the bound in place of the “real” ones. We show in Sect. 7 that this is not the case.
2.3 Epode: Discussion and Perspectives
Let us draw some general conclusions. More technical perspectives will be discussed in
Sect. 8.
In this paper we present a rather general theory of fluctuation relations and response
formulas for an observer that only measures and controls a marginal subset of currents.
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The context is that of the stochastic thermodynamic analysis of continuous-time, discrete
configuration-space autonomous Markov “jump” processes. The theory makes some clear-
cut experimental predictions, in particular the integral fluctuation relation with respect to the
effective affinities, the violation of the reciprocal relations at stalling steady states, and the
validity of the symmetrized fluctuation–dissipation relation. The theory is fairly complete as
regards currents that account for single transitions in configuration space, and it also holds
for phenomenological currents that are linear combinations of edge currents, provided the
additional requirement of marginal consistency is met, which is analogous to local detailed
balance, but stricter. Therefore, the most imminent open question left aside is what kind
of systems satisfy marginal consistency, and if a system does not, how does the surplus of
entropy production at the stalling states affect response.
Central objects in the theory are the effective affinities. While they are mathematically
expressed in terms of the rates of the Markovian dynamics all over the configuration space,
an operational procedure allows to evaluate them without full knowledge of the transition
rates, provided the parameters that the observer controls are known to only affect the rates
corresponding to the measurable degrees of freedom. If this is not the case, then one can turn
the story the other way around, and use the predictions of our theory as a test of locality of
the physical parameters.
The full fluctuation relation and the reciprocal relations can be reinstated upon the identifi-
cation of a suitable hidden time-reversed Markovian dynamics. The question is open whether
to obtain such dynamics one needs to be able to micro-engineer all rates, in which case the
latter relations remain only formal, or else, as is the case for the effective affinities, whether
there exists a phenomenological procedure to determine the dynamics. This would unlock
a new set of experimental predictions of our theory. A test-bed for this possibility is that of
a computational experiment: is it possible to program a Gillespie simulation of the hidden
time-reversed dynamics without specifying all of the rates as an input, but rather by perform-
ing a smaller transformation of the known parameters with respect to the simulations of the
forward dynamics? We are not yet in the position to give a definitive answer to this question.
An important consideration is that ours is not a kinetic theory, that is, it does not provide a
procedure to coarse-grain the dynamics in the hidden sector of the configuration space in order
to obtain an effective dynamics in the marginal configuration space. While the gedanken-
observer described in Ref. [50] and Sect. 4.5 does cook up a marginal dynamics that explains
his steady-state observations, in no way this dynamics is representative of the finite-time
behavior, including such questions as the rate of convergence to the steady state, first exit
times out of the hidden sector etc. Furthermore, our theory does not involve an exquisitely
dynamical, but physically relevant limiting situation, that of time-scale separation between
the marginal and the hidden degrees of freedom. The relationship between our theory and
various other approaches, such as those described in Refs. [23,36], is an interesting territory
to explore.
The results that we presented are amenable to several generalizations. To lattice gas mod-
els, where response theory is enriched by all aspects regarding the spatial disposition of
particles [45]. To Markov jump processes on infinite configuration spaces, in particular pop-
ulation dynamics, chemical reaction kinetics, and reaction-diffusion theory. To diffusion
processes on continuous configuration spaces. To time-periodic processes, rather than sta-
tionary, and more generally to time-dependent perturbations, to systems with resetting [86].
To finite-time response to a sudden perturbation xμ(t) = θ(t)(xμ − x stμ) (θ being Heaviside’s
step-function), or to perturbations that are modulated in a finite-time interval. Periodicity
calls for a study in Fourier space, where response relations incarnate into susceptibilities and
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spectral response functions, and where it is already known that far from equilibrium several
of the equilibrium results are violated [87,88].
Further questions on marginal and effective theories are genuinely thermodynamic. As a
matter of fact, any question addressed in recent years in the field can be turned marginal:
the study of efficiency and efficiency fluctuations, of the linear regime where (marginal)
currents are approximately linear in the (effective) affinities, of transduction [79], of varia-
tional principles such as the minimum and maximum entropy production principles [89,90].
Recent models cope with strong system-environment interactions by envisaging the system
as a subsystem of a larger system-environment complex, itself weakly interacting with its
surrounding. Again, such system-environment complex could be analyzed in terms of our
theory. Systems that have irreversible transitions, such as stochastic processes with resetting,
always posed a challenge, because the thermodynamic force diverges along irreversible tran-
sitions; one way out, among others [91], could be to dump the irreversible transitions into
the hidden trash bin.
The observables that we consider, the currents, are antisymmetric under time reversal. A
new central paradigm is that response out of equilibrium depends in a crucial way on the
activity of the system, i.e. some measure of the gross amount of stuff flowing, in opposition
to the current that measures the net amount of stuff delivered. Many recent results regarding
currents have been generalized to flows and other symmetric quantities, e.g. the uncertainty
relation briefly mentioned above [92], fluctuation relations [93], and response formulas [94–
96].
Violations of the reciprocal relations are often associated with broken time-reversal sym-
metry, e.g. the microscopic dynamics involves axial fields that are antisymmetric under time
reversal, such as magnetic fields, Coriolis forces, the momentum variable in underdamped
Brownian motion etc. It is well known that in these cases the Onsager symmetry can be
restored upon inversion of the axial fields. With an eye on Eq. (52), it is tempting to speculate
that the marginal dynamics might be the discrete analog of the axial-field inversion. The
analysis of proper time reversal of continuous noisy systems with even and odd variables
with respect to the FR has been broadly studied [97]. If our speculation is fruitful, it would
allow to include even and odd variables within the formalism of Markov jump-processes
without additional requirements.
Local observers are reminiscent of the theory of relativity. Some authors have considered
[98,99] fluctuation relations in moving frames where a “local equilibrium” can be attained by
a privileged observer. It would be interesting to inspect whether such transformations could
be framed within our theory of a marginal observer.
One interesting aspect that is completely missing is that of duality, whereby one swaps the
role of the marginal and the hidden state spaces. Is there any relation between the theories so
obtained? We notice in passing that by first performing the hidden time reversal, and then the
dual hidden time reversal, one does not obtain the “complete” time reversal of the forward
dynamics. Thus, if a relation exists, it might be subtle.
Let us conclude with some more epistemological remarks. At all stages we insisted on its
operational character. We also revived gauge invariance as a solution to the “dilemma of the
observer”. This is because we strongly believe that physics is not about properties of some
absolute “thing in itself,” but it rather deals with relations and processes, and about how an
idealized observer interprets his/her observations. Furthermore, a priori there is no reason
to presume that a system is “complete”. In our view, theories are always marginal to some
extent—in particular statistical physics is intrinsically a theory of incomplete information.
For this reason we always comment the words “complete” and “real”.
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3 Episode 1: Setup
Here we provide a compendium of the thermodynamic analysis of “complete” systems evolv-
ing by a Markovian jump-process dynamics on a graph, to set the notation, introduce the basic
techniques, and provide numerous references to more in-depth studies. While the knowledge-
able reader might safely skip this section, the newbie should not be discouraged either, as
in the following sections we will attempt to construct our theory in a pedagogical and self-
contained manner. The ornament on p. 45 divides the old material from the new one.
3.1 Algebraic Graph Theory in a Pistachio-Shell
The system’s configuration space is a finite oriented graph G = (I , E , ∂) with a number |I |
of sites i, j, . . . ∈ I connected by |E | oriented edges i j ∈ E , corresponding to the possible
transitions between sites. We assume that the graph is connected, without loops nor multiple
edges between two sites.6 We assign an orientation to the edges i j = i ← j by prescribing
an arbitrary order relation7 i ≺ j .
The incidence matrix ∂ : R|E | → R|I |, prescribing which sites are boundaries of which
edges, has entries ∂ i jk = δik − δ jk . Square matrices defined on the configuration space I of a
system are denoted A : R|I | → R|I |, and they act on vectors v ∈ R|I |. All other vectors,
including those living in the linear space generated by edges R|E |, are denoted in bold v.
A spanning tree T ⊆ E is a collection of |I |−1 (unoriented) edges that connect all sites.
In a rooted spanning tree Ti edges are oriented in such a way that there is a unique directed
path leading from any site to i . An oriented cycle is a succession of oriented edges such that
at every site there are as many incoming edges as outgoing ones. A cycle is simple, and it is
denoted C , when it has no crossings. A cycle can be algebraically identified as a right-null
vector c of the incidence matrix, ∂c = 0.
3.2 Master Equation Dynamics
3.2.1 Master Equation
We assign to each edge time-independent positive transition rates wi j and wj i of jumping
respectively from j to i and from i to j , and we let wi := ∑ j wj i be the total escape rate out
of site i . Let p(t) = (pi (t))i be the vector of probabilities of being at a site at a given time
t , sometimes called ensemble. Given the initial ensemble p(0) = p 0, p(t) obeys the master
equation Eq. (15). Entries along columns of W add up to zero, W T 1 = 0, where ·T is matrix
transposition and 1 is the vector with all entries equal to unity. The master equation can be
cast as a continuity equation
d
dt
p(t) + ∂φ(t) = 0 (54)
6 This assumption excludes the possibility of resolving multiple transitions, which is crucial in stochastic
thermodynamics, especially in the light of the assumption of local detailed balance [100] whereby different
reservoirs enhance transitions. The generalization of all of our results is straightforward, but it makes the
notation overly baroque, to the detriment of clarity. We discuss it in Sect. 4.10.
7 This is just one way to introduce an arbitrary orientation of the edges. Not all orientations come from an
order relation.
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in terms of the vector of currents φ(t) = (φi j (t))i j∈E with entries φi j (t) = ψi j (t) − ψ j i (t),
where
ψi j (t) := wi j p j (t) (55)
is sometimes called the mean flux from site j to i .
3.2.2 Steady Ensemble
Assuming that the graph is connected and that rates are non-negative, then the system tends
to a steady ensemble p = limt→∞ p(t) that is the unique right-null vector of the generator,
and that makes the steady currents φ = limt→∞ φ(t) “divergenceless”:
0 = W p = −∂φ. (56)
The right-hand side of this equation is Kirchoff’s current law. It is well known that, up to
a normalization factor, the steady ensemble can be found in terms of minors of the MJPG
[69,101]
pi ∝ (−1)i+ j det W ( j |i) (57)
where W ( j |i) is the matrix obtained by removing the j-th row and the i-th column; the above
expression holds independently of j . A one-line proof of this fact is as follows: since the
determinant of W vanishes (its null eigenvector being the steady state), expanding with
the Laplace formula along the j-th column 0 = det W = ∑ j =i wi j (−1)i+ j W ( j |i) −
(−1)i+ jwi W (i |i), and we conclude .
The steady ensemble can be expressed in terms of rooted oriented spanning trees as
pi = τi (G )
τ (G )
(58)
where
τi (G ) :=
∑
Ti ⊆E
∏
i j∈Ti
wi j , (59)
is the so-called spanning-tree polynomial, where Ti ranges over oriented spanning trees with
root in i , and τ(G ) = ∑i τi (G ) is the normalization. Since rates wi j have dimensions of an
inverse time, we have a liberty in the choice of the time unit. We choose to spend this liberty
by setting, unless otherwise stated,
τ(G )
!= 1. (60)
The equivalence between Eqs. (57) and (58) is an instance of the matrix-tree theorem in
algebraic graph theory, an important paradigm that will play a major role in the physical
interpretation of our results, in particular when we will consider portions of the configuration
space, a case that is covered by the crucial all-minors matrix-tree theorem for weighted
oriented graphs [103].
A steady state is said to be an equilibrium if it satisfies the condition of detailed balance
ψ
eq
i j = wi j peqj = wj i peqi = ψeqj i . (61)
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Hence at equilibrium the steady currents vanish. Equilibrium steady states admit a particularly
simple expression in terms of rate ratios:
peqk =
⎡
⎣
∑
l
∏
i j∈γk←l
wi j
wj i
⎤
⎦
−1
, (62)
where γk←l is an arbitrary connected path leading from state l to k.
3.2.3 Time Reversal
The generatore of the time-reversed dynamics is defined as follows. Given a forward generator
W , compute its steady state p, construct the diagonal matrix P whose diagonal entries are
the steady-state probabilities, P := diag {pi }i . Then the TR generator is
W := P W T P−1 (63)
It can easily be shown that W is indeed a MJPG, with, among others [104], the following
properties: same spectrum as W , same exit frequencies out of configurations, same steady
state, all inverted steady-state currents. A system satisfies detailed balance if and only if
W = W .
3.3 Master Equation Thermodynamics
We hereby consider mean currents. The stochastic counterpart is covered in the next subsec-
tion.
3.3.1 Observational Currents
Currents of observational interest are linear combinations of the edge currents,
φα =
∑
i j
ϕi jα φi j , (64)
where
∑
i j sums over edges, while
∑
i, j sums over couple of sites. By the handshaking
lemma in graph theory,
∑
i, j = 2
∑
i j for any summand.
The antisymmetric weight factor ϕi jα = −ϕj iα prescribes by what amount the α-th current
increases [decreases] when transition i ← j [ j ← i] is performed. We will describe the
conditions upon which such currents form a complete set later in this section. Observational
currents might either be subsets of the edge currents, in which case there exists some particular
edge i jα such that ϕi jα = δi j,i jα , or otherwise they are phenomenological, which means that at
least one such current is supported on more than one edge. The first will be the subject study
of Sects. 4 and 5, the second of Sect. 6. While we use a unified notation for all observational
currents, the treatment of phenomenological currents poses specific problems. Of course, the
observer might stipulate that all edge currents are of observational interest, in which case α
is a multi-index α = i ′j ′, with ϕi jα = δii ′δ jj ′ .
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3.3.2 Forces, Entropy Production Rate and Local Detailed Balance
Thermodynamic reasoning ensues when one complements the dynamical information con-
tained in currents with conjugate forces that quantify the cost of transitions. The steady-state
force associated to a particular transition is given by
Fi j := log wi j p j
wj i pi
= log ψi j
ψj i
. (65)
Clearly, a system has all vanishing steady forces if and only if it satisfies the condition of
detailed balance Eq. (61).
The mean steady-state EPR is defined as
σ := ∑φi jFi j =
∑
(ψi j − ψj i ) log ψi j
ψj i
≥ 0. (66)
When working with phenomenological currents, to achieve a thermodynamically consis-
tent treatment the corresponding thermodynamic forces cannot be arbitrary, rather they need
to enjoy certain symmetries, in such a way that ultimately the steady entropy production rate
can be expressed in terms of the phenomenological currents and forces only. Thermodynamic
consistency (or simply, consistency) is realized if the following condition of local detailed
balance holds
Fi j =
∑
ϕαi jFα + a j − ai (67)
where theFα are observational thermodynamic forces. For the sake of generality we included
an arbitrary function of the configuration ai that takes into account the liberty offered by
Kirchhoff’s current law at steady states (see next section) and the steady state. Under this
condition the steady EPR writes
σ = ∑φαFα. (68)
Notice that any dependence on ai is lost. Eq. (67) is not just a convenient physically
meaningful parametrization of the rates, it actually imposes constraints on the space of
possible rates, that can be interpreted as symmetries that the edge forces must satisfy. The
number of these symmetries eventually increases if phenomenological currents are not
linearly independent, i.e. if
∑
αϕ
α
i j = 0 for some vector (α)α . Symmetries and con-
servation laws arise from the interplay between the definition of the phenomenological
currents, an information contained in ϕi jα , and the structure of the network, an informa-
tion contained in ∂ [71,73]. In this work we exclude the possibility of linearly dependent
currents, though it would make for an interesting problem to investigate our results in
those situations where a conserved current flows across the marginal/hidden configuration
space.
3.4 Cycle Analysis
Cycles are ubiquitous in thermodynamics. For example, cycles solve Kirchoff’s current law,
hence they are useful to describe steady states. While the focus is usually on the methods
described in Schnakenberg’s review [69], where the freedom in the choice of a cycle basis of
ker ∂ is broken to provide a compact expression for the EPR, there exists another cycle decom-
position that is less compact but more general, and which will turn out to play an important
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role. In the following we will (somewhat improperly) refer respectively to Schnakenberg’s
and Hill’s analysis.
3.4.1 Schnakenberg Analysis
Consider an arbitrary spanning tree T . There are |E |−|I |+1 edges i jα = iα ← jα ∈ E \T ,
called chords, that do not belong to the spanning tree. Adding a chord to T generates a unique
simple cycle Cα , that can be oriented along the direction of i jα . To such cycle we associate
a vector cα with entries
cijα =
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩
+1, if i j ∈ Cα
−1, if j i ∈ Cα
0 otherwise
. (69)
The set of simple oriented cycles so generated forms a basis for the right null-space of the
incidence matrix, ∂cα = 0. Hence, in view of Eq. (56), cycles describe steady states. Transient
states can be studied in terms of cocycles [70] (see below). In particular, we define chord
currents, obtained by setting
ϕi jα =
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩
+1, if i j = i jα
−1, if j i = i jα
0 otherwise
, (70)
and their conjugate cycle affinities, defined as
Aα := A(Cα) :=
∑
i j∈Cα
Fi j = log
∏
i j∈Cα
wi j
wj i
. (71)
Notice that the steady state disappears from the final expression. Also, because
∑
i j c
i j
α ϕ
i j
α′ =
δα,α′ , consistently with the condition of local detailed balance Eq. (67) we obtainAα = Fα
and thus the EPR only writes in terms of cycle observables σ = ∑φαAα .
We conclude this section by providing an interesting expression for the cycle affinities.
Consider the system obtained by removing all of the chords, ossia by setting their rates to
zero. Because it has no cycles, it satisfies detailed balanced. Let p eq be its equilibrium steady
state. Then, it is easy to show that
Aα = log
wi jα p
eq
jα
wj iα p
eq
iα
. (72)
It follows from the fact that, due to the property of detailed balance, by Eq. (62) the equilibrium
state obeys
peqk
p eql
=
∏
i j∈γk←l
wi j
wj i
. (73)
where γk←l ⊆ T is now unique.
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3.4.2 Hill Analysis
As a consequence of the spanning-tree expression for the steady state Eq. (58), the steady-
state current along edge i j can be written as a sum over all simple oriented cycles that contain
edge i j
φi j =
∑
C i j
(ψ+C − ψ−C ) , (74)
where the cycle fluxes are given by
ψ±C = θC
∏
i j∈±C
wi j . (75)
The factor θC = TC (G/C ) is a rooted oriented spanning tree polynomial over the graph
obtained by contracting cycle C to a unique vertex. Importantly, as observed in Ref. [105],
it is symmetric under inversion of the cycle’s orientation. Therefore the cycle affinity can be
written as
A(C ) = log ψ+C
ψ−C
. (76)
With a few passages one obtains for the steady-state entropy production rate
σ =
∑
C
(ψ+C − ψ−C ) log ψ+C
ψ−C
(77)
where it is stipulated that each cycle is summed over only once, along one arbitrary choice
of its orientation (otherwise a factor 1/2 should be included).
We call the quantity
σHilli j =
∑
C i j
(ψ+C − ψ−C ) log ψ+C
ψ−C
(78)
the local EPR associated to Hill’s cycle decomposition.
3.4.3 Cocycles
By the rank-nullity theorem, the edge vector space R|E | of a graph can be decomposed in a
basis of cycles c, which span the null vectors of the incidence matrix ∂ , and of cocycles (also
known in graph theory as cuts or bonds) cα , which span the image of ∂ . By construction
cocycles are orthogonal to cycles
∑
i j
c
i j
αc
ij
α = 0. (79)
Simple cocycles are minimal sets of edges whose removal disconnects the graph into two
subgraphs. The algebra of cycles and cocycles and their relationship to thermodynamics
has been studied to great extent by one of the Authors in Ref. [70]. Cocycles play a role
in characterizing transient states. In this work, they will play a minor role related to gauge
invariance, see Sect. 5.7.
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3.5 Stochastic Thermodynamics
3.5.1 Trajectories and Their Measure
We consider a single realization of a jump-process,8 described by the trajectory
ωt := i0 t0−→ i1 t1−→ · · · tN−1−→ iN tN−→, (80)
which performs N jumps in the time arc [0, t]. It is described by the succession of sites
visited9 and by that of waiting times at sites, which add up to
∑N
n=0 tn = t . The trajectory
p.d.f. is given by10
P[ωt ] = e−wiN tN
N−1
∏
n=0
(
win+1,in e
−win tn ) p0i0 (81)
with respect to the trajectory integration measure
∫
Dωt =
∑
N
∑
i0,...,iN
∫ t
0
N
∏
n=0
dtn δ
(
t −
∑
n
tn
)
. (82)
The remarkable review Ref. [108] proposes two derivations of the measure over realizations
of Markov jump processes, one heuristic, based on the intuitive mechanisms of the Gillespie
algorithm, and one exact, based on the Laplace transform of the propagator (see also [109]
for analytical inversion formulas). The time-reversed trajectory is
ωt := iN tN−→ iN−1 tN−1−→ · · · t1−→ i0 t0−→ . (83)
The following fact, which is a fundamental (and often underestimated) passage, will
play an important role in our discussion, because it is one of the few missing links that
differentiates complete and marginal thermodynamics. Time reversal of the dynamics induces
a time-reversed measure over trajectories P , such that the time-reversed p.d.f. of a trajectory,
conditioned on the initial configuration, coincides with the forward probability density of the
time-reversed trajectory, conditioned on the final configuration:
P(ωt |i0) = P(ωt |iN ). (84)
3.5.2 Time-Integrated Currents
We now introduce the stochastic observables of interest, defined along a trajectory ωt . Letting
τn = ∑n′<n tn′ be the time elapsed before the n-th jump, the time-integrated edge fluxes
 ti j := i j [ωt ] :=
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
n
δ (τ − τn) δin+1,i δin , j (85)
8 For an exact and explicit mathematical characterization of the process as a solution of a stochastic equation
in terms of so-called random time-change Poisson processes with intensity depending on the history of the
process, see [106] in the specific case of the chemical master equation and [107] for general Markov jump
processes.
9 Notice that, had we resolved multiple edges, we should characterize a trajectory not by the sites visited but
rather by the edges.
10 More precisely, what follows is a family of p.d.f.’s labeled by N , the number of arguments which depends
on total number of jumps N , itself a stochastic variable.
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count the net number of times transition j → i occurs. The integrand in Eq. (85) is a spiking
function of time [64]. Edge currents are defined as
ti j :=  ti j −  tj i (86)
Currents are antisymmetric under time reversal [ωt ] = −[ωt ]. The corresponding sym-
metrized quantities are sometimes called activities. Activities will not play a role in our
theory.
3.5.3 Currents’ p.d.f. and Scaled Cumulants
We will denote by Pt ({α}) the density function of the probability that the currents take
values tα ∈ [α,α + dα] (we will drop the superscript t from now on). Formally,
P({α}) =
∫
Dωt P(ωt )
∏
α
δ
(
α[ωt ] − α
)
. (87)
It can be shown that cumulants of the time-integrated currents grow linearly in time. Let us
then introduce the (signed) scaled-cumulant generating function (SCGF),
λ({qα}) := lim
t→∞
1
t
log
∫
e−
∑
qαα P({α})
∏
α′
dα′ (88)
and the scaled cumulants
φβ1,...,β|α| := (−1)β1+···+β|α|
∂β1
∂qβ11
. . .
∂β|α|
∂qβ|α||α|
λ({qα})
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣{qα}={0}
. (89)
SCGFs can be calculated as the “Perron–Froebenius” eigenvalue (i.e. unique eigenvalue
with largest real part) of the so-called tilted operator11 M({qα}). Defining the tilting matrix
T ({qα}) with entries
T ({qα})i j := e
∑
α q
αϕ
i j
α (90)
the tilted operator is defined as
M({qα}) := W ◦ T ({qα}). (91)
where ◦ is the entry-wise Hadamard product . For derivations, see [64] for cycle currents, [81]
for one-dimensional lattice gases. For useful implicit function techniques for the calculation
of the cumulants, we will make use of Refs. [110–112]. Importantly, the SCGF for the edge
currents, and of any linear contraction of them, is a convex function. An accessible proof of
this fact can be found in [113]).
Finally, the contraction principle in large deviation theory allows to derive the SCGF
of a coarse-grained observable from that of more specialized observables. For definiteness,
suppose we know the SCGF λE ({qij }) of all the edge currents (which, as a matter of fact, is
usually inaccessible). Then the rate function for the observable currents reads
λ({qα}) = λE
(
{∑ϕαi j qα}
)
. (92)
11 We call it tilted operator, rather than generator, because it does not generate a Markov jump-process
dynamics.
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3.5.4 Fluctuation Relations for the Currents
The forward and backward p.d.f. obey the FR
P(ωt )
P(ωt )
= p
0
i0
p0iN
peqiN
peqi0
exp
∑Aαtα (93)
where we (p 0i )i is the initial sstate from which the backward trajectory is sampled, which
in general can be different from that from which the forward trajectory is sampled. This
relation holds for cycle currents, and for phenomenological currents provided thermodynamic
consistency is respected. The appearance of the equilibrium state in the above equation is
far from trivial, and it is related to a cycle/cocycle decomposition of the EPR [62,114], or
equivalently to the expression Eq. (72) for the affinities.
The multivariate FR for the cycle currents Eq. (4) is then obtained by taking the marginal
for the currents, either asymptotically in time for any initial ensemble, where the boundary
terms become subdominant with respect to the entropy production, or at all times on the
assumption that the trajectories are sampled with the equilibrium ensemble p 0 = p t = p eq.
The IFR Eq. (5) is easily obtained by integrating the above FR.
In fact, a wider class of such IFRs can be generated as follows. We consider here subsets
of currents, namely the first |μ| currents and of the last |α|−|μ|. We have from the FR Eq. (4)
P({α}) exp
∑
α≤|μ|
αAα = P({−α}) exp
∑
α>|μ|
αAα. (94)
Integrating over currents and employing antisymmetry, we obtain the generalized IFR
〈
exp
∑
μ≤|μ|
tμAμ
〉
=
〈
exp
∑
α>|μ|
tαAα
〉
. (95)
In particular, for two currents, for |μ| = 1, 2 we obtain
〈
eA1
t
1+A2t2
〉
= 1 (96a)
〈
eA1
t
1
〉
=
〈
eA2
t
2
〉
. (96b)
The latter we call the reciprocal IFR. As a minor side argument, let us now provide a simple
remark highlighting that the nonequilibrium reciprocal relations are a fundamental comple-
ment to the IFR. Let us rewrite Eq. (96a) by conditioning over the second current:
〈〈
e−A1t1
∣
∣
∣
t
2
〉
e−A2t2
〉
= 1. (97)
Now suppose that the currents t1 and 
t
2 are independent processes. Then
〈
e−A1t1
〉〈
e−A2t2
〉
= 1 (98)
Notice that this equation alone is not sufficient to grant that each individual current satisfies
the IFR itself, unless the reciprocal IFR also holds true.
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3.5.5 Response Relations
We now consider the response of a system at equilibrium to perturbations of the thermody-
namic forces. We assume a thermodynamic parametrization as described in assumption A0 on
p. 16. While usually only linear response coefficients are considered, higher-order response
relations, which were derived by Andrieux and Gaspard [66,67] and recently reformulated
in an alternative and pedagogical way in Ref. [68]. The coefficients describing response at
order m = ∑mα of cumulants of order n =
∑
nα are given by
φ{nα};{mα} :=
∂m1
∂x
m1
1
. . .
∂m|α|
∂x
m|α|
|α|
φ
eq
n1,...,n|α| (99)
= (−1)n
∏
α
∂mα
∂x
mα
α
∂nα
∂qnαα
λ({0}; x). (100)
To produce relations between response coefficients, we take m + n total derivatives of the
fluctuation symmetry Eq. (18)
∏
α
dmα
dxmαα
dnα
dqnαα
[
λ({qα}; x) − λ({xα − xeqα − qα}; x)
] = 0 (101)
and evaluate at qα = 0, x = xeq. Notice that the m-th derivative with respect to x of a
function f (x) = g(x − x ′, x) is
dm f
dxm
=
m
∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
∂k
∂ yk1
∂m−k
∂ ym−k2
g(y1, y2)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣y1=x−y
y2=x
. (102)
We then obtain
φ
eq.
{nα};{mα} =
{mα}
∑
{kα}
[
∏
α
(
mα
kα
)
∂nα+kα
∂qnα+kαα
∂mα−kα
∂x
mα−kα
α
]
λ({0}, x)
=
{mα}
∑
{kα}
(−1)
∑
(nα+kα) ∏
α
(
mα
kα
)
φ
eq
{nα+kα};{mα−kα}. (103)
The same set of response coefficients obeys several different response relations for different
values of mα, nα , at fixed order mα+nα , for all α. Then the complete set of response relations
at order {mα + nα},∀α is given by
{mα}
∑
{kα}={0}
(−1)kα
∏
α
(
mα
kα
)
φ
eq
{nα+kα};{mα−kα}
=
{−2φeq{nα};{mα}, if
∑
α nα odd
0, if
∑
α nα even
,
for {nα = 1 . . . , mα}. (104)
In the above line we isolated the contribution that comes from setting all kα = 0. Notice that
the term on the right-hand side is the lowest-order response coefficient. In general, not all of
these response relations are independent.
Let us provide a specific example by compiling tables of coefficients for response relations
of a system with two currents, at third order. The upper-left entry labeling the table is (n1 +
m1, n2 + m2), the other entries are self-explaining:
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(3, 0) φ111 φ11 ; 1 φ1 ; 11
dq31 2 0 0
dq21 dx1 0 2 -2
dq1dx21 0 0 0
dx31 1 3 -3
(2, 1) φ112 φ11 ; 2 φ12 ; 1 φ1 ; 12 φ2 ; 11
dq21 dq2 2 0 0 0 0
dq21 dx2 1 0 0 0 0
dq1dq2dx1 − 1 0 0 0 0
dq1dx1dx2 1 1 1 2 0
dq2dx21 1 1 1 0 2
dx21 dx2 − 1 − 1 − 2 − 2 − 1
Tables for (n1 + m1, n2 + m2) = (1, 2), (0, 3) can be obtained from the upper two upon
switching 1 ↔ 2. Response relations are vectors in the image of the above matrices. The
number of independent response relations at arbitrary order has been recently derived [102].
4 Episode 2: Single Edge Current
Focus is on one observational current supported on one edge. We first provide the central
result of our construction, then characterize hidden time-reversal, describe properties of the
effective affinity, analyze stalling steady states, and prove certain generalized FRs. Part of
this material has been anticipated in Refs. [50,58].
4.1 Main Result
We concentrate on the time-extensive current t := t12 along edge 1–2, assuming it is not
a bridge (an edge whose removal disconnects the network). We construct the tilted operator
M(q) :=
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
−w1 e−qw12 w13 . . .
eqw21 −w2 w23
w31 w32 −w3
...
. . .
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
(105)
where q is the tilting parameter. The Perron–Froebenius eigenvalue λ(q) of M(q) is the SCGF
of the current. Notice that M(0) = W is the forward generator. The forthcoming propositions
introduce and characterize the crucial objects of our study, the hidden time-reversal generator
˜W , and the effective affinity Q.
Proposition 1 There exists a unique nonvanishing value of the tilting parameter q = Q,
which we call the effective affinity, and a unique positive-definite diagonal matrix Pst, with
unit trace tr Pst = 1, such that the following matrix is a MJPG
˜W := Pst M(Q)T Pst−1. (106)
Proposition 2 The vector p st of positive diagonal entries of Pst is the unique normalized
steady-state ensemble of the system where edge 1–2 is removed. The effective affinity is given
by
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Q = log w12 p
st
2
w21 pst1
. (107)
Before attacking the proof of these propositions, we point out that this result yields the
IFR as a corollary.
Proposition 3 The integral fluctuation relation holds
λ(Q) = 0. (108)
Proof The tilted operator M(q) has a unique dominant Perron–Froebenius eigenvalue λ(q)
that is the SCGF of the current under scrutiny. Since by Eq. (106) at q = Q operators M(Q)
and ˜W have the same spectrum and the Perron eigenvalue of ˜W is zero, we conclude. unionsq
Proof of Propositions 1 and 2 We have
˜W =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
−w1 eQw21 p
st
1
pst2
w31
pst1
pst3
. . .
e−Qw12
pst2
pst1
−w2 w32 p
st
2
pst3
w13
pst3
pst1
w23
pst3
pst2
−w3
...
. . .
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
. (109)
Since off-diagonal entries are positive, and diagonal entries are negative, for ˜W to be a MJPG
we only need to impose that 1 := (1, 1, . . . , 1)T is a left null vector. We obtain the system
of equations
w1 = e−Qw12 p
st
2
pst1
+
∑
j>2
w1 j
pstj
pst1
(110a)
w2 = eQw21 p
st
1
pst2
+
∑
j>2
w2 j
pstj
pst2
(110b)
wi =
∑
j =i
wi j
pstj
psti
, i > 2. (110c)
Noticing that w1 = w21 + ∑i>2 wi1 (and similarly for w2), we can rearrange the latter
system of equations into
∑
j>2
(
w j1 pst1 − w1 j pstj
)
= w21 pst1 − e−Qw12 pst2 (111a)
∑
j>2
(
w j2 pst2 − w2 j pstj
)
= w12 pst2 − eQw21 pst1 (111b)
∑
j
(
wj i psti − wi j pstj
)
= 0, i > 2. (111c)
The crucial passage now is to recognize that the left-hand side of this system of equations
can be written as Whid p st , where Whid is the generator for the MJPG of the network where
edge 1–2 is deleted
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Whid :=
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
−w1 + w21 0 w13 . . .
0 −w2 + w12 w23
w31 w32 −w3
...
. . .
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
. (112)
Since 1 must also be a left-null vector of Whid, we necessarily have
w21 pst1 − e−Qw12 pst2 + w12 pst2 − eQw21 pst1 = 0. (113)
The only solutions are the trivial one Q = 0, in which case p st solves the steady-state
equation W p st = 0, and therefore ˜W coincides with the time-reversed generator, and the
nontrivial solution anticipated in Eq. (107). In this case Eqs. (111) are steady-state equations
in the network where the edge 1–2 is removed, which by assumption is connected, hence
there exists a unique positive normalized solution p st , which we call the stalling steady state.
unionsq
4.2 Dynamics: Marginal and Hidden
We hereby investigate the relationship between generators W and ˜W . Given the explicit
expression of the effective affinity Eq. (107), the hidden TR generator reads
˜W =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
−w1 w12 w31 p
st
1
pst3
. . .
w21 −w2 w32 p
st
2
pst3
w13
pst3
pst1
w23
pst3
pst2
−w3
...
. . .
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
. (114)
Notice that the upper 2 × 2 block is identical to that of the forward generator, while the
rest of the matrix resembles a time-reversed generator, see Eq. (63). Hence we are tempted
to speculate that the hidden TR generator preserves the dynamics along edge 1–2, while it
reverses the dynamics in the hidden sector of the network. Let us make this intuition more
precise.
We already introduced in Eq. (112) what we call the hidden MJPG Whid of the dynamics
occurring on network where edge 1–2 is removed. Let us further consider the marginal MJPG
that generates the two-configuration dynamics along the sole edge 1–2:
Wmar := W − Whid =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
−w21 w12 0 . . .
w21 −w12 0
0 0 0
...
. . .
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
. (115)
Proposition 4 The forward and the hidden time-reversal generators can be expressed as
W = Wmar + Whid (116a)
˜W = Wmar + Whid. (116b)
Proof This obviously follows from the fact that p st is the steady state of the hidden dynamics,
and by the definition of time-reversed generator Eq. (63). unionsq
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This makes our intuition more precise: the hidden TR generator inverts the dynamics in the
hidden sector, but not in the marginal sector.
4.3 Thermodynamics: The Effective Affinity
The effective affinity can be interpreted operationally as follows. Prepare the system at the
stalling steady state where 1–2 is removed and suddenly quench the system by connecting
edge 1–2. Then Q is the thermodynamic force at the instant of connecting. In this section we
further characterize the effective affinity and put it in relation to other thermodynamic forces.
Let us first report the expressions for the effective affinity Eq. (107), for the steady-state
thermodynamic force F := F12 along edge 1–2 Eq. (65), and for the cycle affinity Eq. (72):
F = log w12 p2
w21 p1
, Q = log w12 p
st
2
w21 pst1
, A = log w12 p
eq
2
w21 p
eq
1
. (117)
This sequence displays the insurgence of a sort of hierarchy of marginal theories: from the
most complete one, on the right-end of the spectrum, through the marginal, to the “agnostic”
one on the far left. More on the hierarchy in Sect. 5.4.
Notice that in general the steady state p of the forward dynamics, and that ˜p of the hidden
TR dynamics, differ among themselves. Nevertheless, the following result holds.
Proposition 5 The steady-state edge affinity ˜F in the hidden time-reversal generator is iden-
tical to that of the forward dynamics,
˜F = F . (118)
Proof This amounts to prove that
p1
p2
= p˜1
p˜2
. (119)
As we mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the steady-state ensemble can be calculated in terms of minors.
In view of the explicit form of the generators Eqs. (105,114), we consider the minors obtained
by removing the first row and column and the second row and column, and notice that
˜W (1|1) = Pst(1|1) W (1|1) Pst(1|1)−1 (120a)
˜W (2|2) = Pst(2|2) W (2|2) Pst(2|2)−1. (120b)
where we remind that matrix A(i1, . . . , in | j1, . . . , jm) is obtained by removing rows
i1, . . . , in and columns j1, . . . , jm . Since these are matrix similarities their determinants
coincide. unionsq
While the ratio of the populations at sites 1 and 2 stays the same upon hidden TR, the total
density might change due to normalization, which is a nonlocal factor; for this reason the
steady-state currents of the forward and hidden TR current along edge 1–2 are not the same.
However, the following result is an obvious corollary of the above proposition, corroborating
the intuition expressed above that the hidden TR dynamics “tends to preserve” the dynamics
in the marginal sector.
Proposition 6 The steady-state mean currents φ12 and ˜φ12 respectively of the forward and
of the hidden TR dynamics have the same sign.
We will now compare the “real” affinities of the forward and the marginal TR dynamics.
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Proposition 7 For any simple cycle C , let A(C ) and ˜A(C ) denote the cycle affinities with
respect to the forward and hidden TR dynamics, respectively. We have
˜A(C ) = −A(C ), if C  1–2 (121a)
˜A(C ) = −A(C ) + 2Q, if C  1–2. (121b)
Proof For all cycles that do not contain edge 1–2, one has
˜A(C ) = log
∏
i j∈C
w˜i j
w˜j i
= log
∏
i j∈C
wj i psti /p
st
j
wi j pstj /p
st
i
. (122)
All terms psti cancel out one with each other along cycles, so the last term can be identified
with −A(C ). As regards cycles containing edge 1–2, one has
˜A(C ) = log
∏
i j∈C
i j =12
wj i psti /p
st
j
wi j pstj /p
st
i
+ log w12
w21
(123)
= log
∏
i j∈C
wj i (psti )
2
wi j (pstj )2
− log w21(p
st
1 )
2
w12(pst2 )2
+ log w12
w21
(124)
and we conclude. unionsq
We will now employ the expression of the steady state in terms of spanning trees to
compare edge and effective affinities. In Sect. 4.4 we provide a graphical representation by
an example. Let us remind the definition of fluxes in the full network introduced in Sect. 3.2.1
and introduce fluxes in the network where 1–2 is either deleted or contracted, that is, where
it is shrunk to a unique site (here we set for simplicity the normalization τ(G ) != 1).
ψ12 = w12 τ2(G ) = w12 det W (2|1) (125a)
ψ\12 := w12 τ2(G \ 1–2) = w12 det Whid(2|1) (125b)
ψ/12 := w12w21 τ1(G /1–2) = w12w21 det W (1, 2|1, 2). (125c)
Similar definitions are obtained by interchanging 1 and 2. Notice that ψ/12 = ψ/21. Then we
can write:
Q = log ψ\12
ψ\21
. (126)
We can also consider spanning trees in the graph G /1–2 where edge 1–2 is contracted (sites
1 and 2 are identified). The following deletion-contraction formula holds
τ1(G ) = τ1(G \ 1–2) + w12 τ2(G /1–2). (127)
which in terms of determinants reads
det W (2|1) = det Whid(2|1) + w12 det W (1, 2|1, 2). (128)
Basically, this formula states that all spanning trees (on the left) either do not contain edge
1–2 (first term on the right) or else they do (second term on the rights). If they do, they need
to be oriented towards the contracted vertices. Notice that because in the contracted graph 1
is identified with 2, clearly T2(G /1–2) = T1(G /1–2). Then we find that
0 ≤ ψ/12 = ψ12 − ψ\12 = ψ21 − ψ\21, (129)
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that is, the difference between the fluxes is independent of the direction of the edge. Before
giving a graphical example, we are now in the position to prove the following result.
Proposition 8 The effective affinity has larger modulus than the edge affinity,
|Q| ≥ |F |. (130)
Proof Suppose ψ12 > ψ12, whence both Q > 0 and F > 0. We have
F = log ψ12
ψ21
= log ψ\12 + ψ/12
ψ\21 + ψ/12 (131)
= Q+ log
1 + ψ/12
ψ\12
1 + ψ/12
ψ\21
. (132)
Because ψ\12 ≥ ψ\21, then the latter term above is negative and thus we conclude. unionsq
4.4 Graphical Representation
Let us consider the graph:
1 2
4 3
(133)
In the following, each directed edge means “multiply by the corresponding rate”. The oriented
spanning-tree polynomials with root in i = 1, 2 are given by
τ1(G ) = + + + +
+ + + , (134a)
τ2(G ) = + + + +
+ + + . (134b)
Let us now consider the graph with deleted edge G \ 1–2:
1 2
4 3
. (135)
We have for the unnormalized steady state
τ1(G \ 1–2) = + + (136a)
τ2(G \ 1–2) = + + (136b)
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Multiplying respectively by w21 and w12 one obtains Hill’s fluxes, yielding for the edge
affinity
F = log
+ + + + + + +
+ + + + + + +
(137)
and for the effective affinity
Q = log
+ +
+ +
(138)
Notice that a “real” cycle affinity with respect for example to spanning tree is
A = log (139)
which gives a representation of decreasing cycle contributions. Finally, consider the con-
tracted graph G /1–2
1 2
4 3
. (140)
where the dotted line signifies identification of sites. We have
τ1(G /1–2) = + + + + (141)
and we obtain
det W (1, 2|1, 2) = + + + + . (142)
One can then verify the deletion-contraction relation and the validity of Proposition 8.
4.5 Marginal Entropy Production Rate
We call the quantity
σ1 := φ Q ≥ 0 (143)
the mean marginal EPR. The superscript marks the observable current φ = φ1. We have
shown in Ref. [50] that it can be interpreted as the mean EPR estimated by an observer who
formulates a minimal Markovian model accounting for the observable steady-state mean
current. Let us review the argument. We consider an observer who controls w12, w21, and
the steady-state ratio p1/p2. To him, the rest of the system is a black box:
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1 2
. (144)
The observer needs to formulate a minimal model that is compatible with the observation of
a current along 1–2. The simplest possible setup is
1
w
w˜
2 . (145)
In this minimal model the black box is responsible of returning an event at 1 or 2 at some
effective rates w˜12, w˜21, which we require to be independent of w12, w21. These effective
rates differ from the one considered e.g. by Uhl et al. in Ref. [22]. Notice that the effective
model has only one effective cycle
C eff = 1 2 . (146)
Proposition 9 The affinity of the effective cycle is equal to the effective affinity,
A(C eff ) = Q. (147)
Proof The topology of the minimal model is such that, lumping together the transitions w
and w˜, global detailed balance must hold:
w21 + w˜21
w12 + w˜12 =
p2
p1
. (148)
If we require this condition to hold independently of w12, w21, using Eq. (128) we obtain for
the effective rates
w˜12 = det Whid(2, 1)det W (1, 2|1, 2) (149a)
w˜21 = det Whid(1, 2)det W (1, 2|1, 2) . (149b)
The cycle affinity of the effective cycle C eff is given by
A(C eff ) = log w12w˜21
w21w˜12
(150)
and by replacing the values of the effective rates we conclude. unionsq
It is interesting to notice that, in view of Eq. (119), the ideal observer is completely blind
to hidden TR.
Let us now show that such observer always underestimates the mean EPR and, even more
strictly, the local mean EPR associated to Hill’s cycle decomposition Eq. (78). A different
derivation was proposed in Ref. [58].
Proposition 10 The mean marginal EPR is positive, and it is always smaller than the Hill
mean marginal EPR and of the complete mean EPR,
0 ≤ σ1 ≤ σHill12 ≤ σ. (151)
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Proof Positivity follows from the explicit expression
σ1 = (ψ\12 − ψ\21) log ψ\12
ψ\21
, (152)
whereby the linear and the logarithmic terms are either both positive or both negative.
To show that the marginal EPR underestimates the full EPR, we employ the cycle decom-
position of the entropy production rate Eq. (77). On the one hand we have
σ =
⎛
⎝
∑
C 12
+
∑
C 12
⎞
⎠ (ψ+C − ψ−C ) log ψ+C
ψ−C
, (153)
where we remind that −C is the cycle with reversed orientation. Notice that each of the
summands is positive. Hence we can focus on just the cycles that pass through 1–2:
σ ≥
∑
C 12
(ψ+C − ψ−C ) log ψ+C
ψ−C
≥
[
∑
C 12
(ψ+C − ψ−C )
]
log
∑
C 12 ψ+C
∑
C 12 ψ−C
. (154)
The first expression is Hill’s mean EPR along edge 1–2; we then used the log-sum inequality
for the logarithm, an usual tool in matters of coarse-graining in information theory [35,115].
In the latter expression we recognize the mean marginal EPR. unionsq
4.6 Stalling
The following two results connect the thermodynamic and the kinematic interpretation of
stalling.
Proposition 11 The steady-state mean current φ vanishes if and only if the effective affinity
Q vanishes.
Proof If we prepare the system in state p st and then transition 1–2 is turned on abruptly by
a quench, initially we have
W p st = ˜W p st =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
w12 pst2 − w21 pst1
w21 pst1 − w12 pst2
0
...
0
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
. (155)
This follows from the fact that p st is the steady state of both Whid and Whid. Then the current
vanishes if and only if and the effective affinity vanishes. unionsq
Proposition 12 At stalling, the hidden TR generator coincides with the time-reversed gener-
ator
˜W = W . (156)
Proof We notice that at stalling, because p st is the steady state and the effective affinity
vanishes, then Wmar = Wmar. The conclusion follows from Eqs. (120). unionsq
The latter can be interpreted as a condition of marginal detailed balance.
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4.7 Response at Stalling
In this section we look at what happens in the vicinity of a stalling steady state. Let us
reintroduce the index φ = φ1 denoting that this is the first observable current of a theory
with only |μ| = 1 observable currents (the reader should not confuse this index with the site
i = 1). We introduce a parametrization of the rates along the observable edge w12, w21 →
w12(x), w21(x) such that
w12(x)
w21(x)
= exp x (157)
and no other rate depends on x . We will discuss in Sect. 5.8 how general such a parametrization
is. Let us make explicit the dependence of the SCGF on x , λ(q) → λ(q; x). The effective
affinity now takes the form
Q(x) = x − x st (158)
where
x st := log p
st
2
pst1
. (159)
The above expression for the effective affinity allows for simple phenomenological interpre-
tation: in fact, as far as the parameter is thermodynamic in the sense discussed in the Parode,
the effective affinity can be determined as the distance of the parameter from the value that
makes the current stall, which can in principle be found by a simple tuning procedure.
The IFR Eq. (108) now reads:
λ(x − x st; x) = 0. (160)
We now focus to second-order expansion in the vicinity of stalling. Taking the first total
derivative of the marginal IFR with respect to x we recover the fact that if the effective
affinity vanishes, then the current vanishes:
0 = d
dx
λ(x − x st; x)
∣
∣
∣
∣
x=xst
=
[
∂λ
∂q
+ ∂λ
∂x
]
(0; x st) = φst1 . (161)
Similarly, taking the second derivative and evaluating at stalling we rederive the FDR at
stalling found in Ref. [51]:
∂φ1(x)
∂x
∣
∣
∣
∣
x=xst
= 1
2
∂2λ
∂q2
(0; x st) = 1
2
φst11. (162)
We can also provide an explicit expression for the variance at stalling:
Proposition 13 The current’s variance at stalling is given by
φst11 = 2w12(x st)pst2 = 2w21(x st)pst1 . (163)
Proof We notice that the determinant of the tilted operator has the functional form
det M(q) = w12 det W (1|2)e−q + w21 det W (2|1)eq + const. (164)
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On the other hand, it is the product of the eigenvalues det M(q) = ∏|I |i=1 λi (q), including
λ1 = λ the SCGF. Taking the first derivative
∂
∂q
det M = ∂λ
∂q
∏
i =1
λi (q) + λ(q)
∑
i =1
∂λi
∂q
∏
j =1,i
λ j (q). (165)
Evaluating at q = 0 where λ(0) = 0, using the fact that φ = −∂qλ(0) and comparing with
Eq. (164) we obtain
φ1 = w12τ2(G ) − w21τ1(G )∏
i =1 λi (q)
. (166)
This shows that
∏
i =1 λi (q) = τ(G ), the product of the nonvanishing eigenvalues is the
normalization factor of the steady state.
Now, taking the second derivatives and evaluating at q = 0 we obtain
w12 p2 + w21 p1 = φ11 − 2φ1 ∂
∂q
log
∏
i =1
λi (0) (167)
and from this we easily conclude by evaluating at stalling. unionsq
We notice that a similar expression holds in the linear regime near equilibrium, and that
this is the basis for the linear-regime analysis of Schnakenberg, see the latest paragraph in
Ref. [69]. It might therefore be possible to attempt a similar marginal linear-regime analysis.
4.8 Fluctuation Relations for Marginal Currents
In this section and the following we prove the FR announced in Eq. (50) by a direct method
involving path probabilities. In particular we consider the probability associated to the hidden
TR process, which in the light of Eq. (81) reads
˜P(ωt ) = p˜0i0 e−wiN tN
N−1
∏
n=0
w˜in+1,in e
−win tn . (168)
where ωt is the path described by Eq. (80), and ˜p 0 is the ensemble from which the initial
configuration is sampled. We notice that all exit rates out of sites are the same as for the
forward dynamics.
Proposition 14 The marginal FR
P()
˜P(−) = expQ (169)
holds at all times, provided the initial configuration of the process is sampled from the stalling
state p st .
Proof Let us consider the ratio of the probability densities
P(ωt )
˜P(ωt )
= piN
p˜0i0
N−1
∏
n=0
win ,in+1
w˜in+1,in
= piN
p˜0i0
∏
i, j
(
wj i
w˜i j
) ti j
(170)
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where we expressed the path probability in terms of the time-integrated fluxes. We now single
out the rates corresponding to transition 1–2 and use the explicit expression of the rates:
P(ωt )
˜P(ωt )
= piN
p˜0i0
(
w12
w˜21
) t12
(
w21
w˜12
) t21 ∏
(i, j)=(1,2),(2,1)
(
wj i
w˜i j
) ti j
= piN
p˜0i0
(
w21
w12
)t
∏
i j =12
(
pstj
psti
)ti j
, (171)
where in the latter passage we used ti j = ti j −tj i and moved from fluxes to currents using
antisymmetry. We now multiply and divide by (pst2 /pst1 )
t
to obtain
P(ωt )
˜P(ωt )
= piN
p˜0i0
(
w21 pst1
w12 pst2
)t
∏
i j
(
pstj
psti
)ti j
= piN
p˜0i0
(
w21 pst1
w12 pst2
)t
exp
N−1
∑
n=0
log
pstin
pstin+1
. (172)
In the last passage we moved back from an expression in terms of the fluxes to one in terms
of the jumping events. Now, being log psti /pstj an exact discrete differential, terms cancel out
and its sum along a path is just the difference between the initial and final values:
P(ωt ) = piN p
st
i0
p˜0i0 p
st
iN
e−Qt ˜P(ωt ). (173)
Sampling the initial site for all processes from the stalling steady state, the finite-time prefactor
cancels out. We can now integrate over all trajectories that give current t ≡ , obtaining
P(−) = e−Q ˜P(), (174)
which is the desired result (up to  → −). unionsq
Notice that integrating Eq. (174) with respect to d immediately yields the marginal IFR
〈
e−Qt
〉
= 1. (175)
Here, the probability density of the hidden TR dynamics is traced out, so that it does not play
a role for the marginal IFR, a common trick that was employed e.g. in [93] to obtain IFRs
for time-symmetric observables.
According to the lines of Ref. [58], we now consider the hidden entropy production,
	t1 :=
∑
α
Aα tα − Qt , (176)
where again the subscript 1 refers to the fact that we are consider the marginal theory w.r.t.
current t = t1.
Proposition 15 The following effective FR and the IFR for the hidden entropy production
hold asymptotically at long times:
P(	1)
˜P(	1)
 e−	1 ,
〈
e	
t
1
〉
 1. (177)
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Proof Putting together Eqs. (173) and (93), we obtain
P(ωt )
˜P(ωt )
= p
st
i0 p
0
i0
p˜0i0 p
st
iN
peqiN
peqi0
exp 	thid. (178)
Notice that now we cannot make a physically relevant choice of initial ensemble to cancel
the prefactor. Therefore we need to go to long times. We obtain the two relations by the usual
manipulations. unionsq
Notice that the IFR for the hidden entropy production implies σ1 ≥ 0 and σ ≥ σ1 for their
mean time-scaled values, which we proved in Proposition 10 by a different route.
4.9 Fluctuation Relations for Marginal Cycle Currents
As discussed in Sect. 3.2, the FR for the currents is intertwined with the notion of time-
reversal of a trajectory, see Eqs. (84) and (83). Time-reversal of paths is involutive, one-to-one,
it inverts all of the currents and maintains the time-symmetric properties, i.e. the waiting
probabilities at sites and the activities  ti j +  tj i .
The above relation Eq. (169) cannot be considered as a proper FR for current t , the crucial
difference with the FR Eq. (4) being that it does not compare the same p.d.f. evaluated along
different paths. In this section we propose a similar notion of hidden TR of a trajectory with
properties that are analogous to those of time-reversal, and provide a marginal FR for a set
of cycle currents associated with edge 1–2; however, this FR cannot be further contracted to
current t alone. The construction is based on a cycle analysis at the level of paths proposed
by Jia et al. [113].
To accomplish this, we consider all simple oriented cycles C , with −C denoting the
cycle with the inverse orientation. Suppose that a Markovian Dedalus lost in the network
carries Ariadne’s thread with himself. Chased by the Minothaurus, as the trajectory unravels
Dedalus might cross the previously laid thread, forming loops; whenever such a crossing
occurs, to avoid wasting precious thread he/she accounts for the loop and its directionality,
cuts the loop away and sews the leftover strands together. This procedure produces counters
of simple cycles. Let  t (C ) be the winding number in one direction of the cycle. Then the
cycle current is defined as
t (C ) :=  t (C ) −  t (−C ). (179)
Importantly, the current along edge 1–2 is the sum of all cycle currents whose cycle includes
1–2, in the appropriate direction,
t =
∑
C 1–2
t (C ). (180)
Thus, cycle currents constitute a refinement of the information contained in an observable
current. We can now separate the contributions to a trajectory that come from cycles that
contain 1–2, and those that come from simple cycles not containing 1–2. For example,
considering the graph in Eq. 133), for
ωt = {3 t1→ 2 t2→ 1 t3→ 4 t4→ 2 t5→ 5 t6→ 4 t7→ 3 t8→} (181)
we obtain the two cycles 2 → 1 → 4 → 2 and 3 → 5 → 4 → 3 (notice that there also
exists cycle 4 → 2 → 5 → 4, which is not independent of the other two—thus showing
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that the representation in terms of cycle currents is not unique: it depends on when we start
counting). We invert the first, obtaining the hidden time-reversed trajectory
ω˜t = {3 t8→ 4 t7→ 5 t6→
TR
2 t2→ 1 t3→ 4 t4→ 2 t5→ 3 t1→} (182)
and similarly we rearrange the waiting times. This procedure of hidden time-reversal of a
trajectory has the following properties, analogous to that of full time-reversal:
(i) It is involutive, hence in particular it is one-to-one;
(ii) It inverts all of the cycle currents but those that pass through 1–2, hence it also preserves
the observable current
˜t := [ω˜t ] = t ; (183)
(iii) It preservers all symmetric quantities, namely waiting times and activities.
Proposition 16 The following FR for the cycle currents passing through edge 1–2 holds:
P({t (C )}C 12)
P({−t (C )}C 12)  exp
∑
C 12
t (C )A(C ). (184)
Proof Assuming that the trajectories are cyclic, iN = i0, with a few standard manipulations
one arrives at
P(ωt )
P(˜
t
)
= exp
∑
C 12
t (C )A(C ). (185)
We can then marginalize for the cycle currents. unionsq
This comes as close as possible to obtaining a marginal FR that is localized on edge 1–2.
Notice though that in general
P(ω˜t ) = ˜P(ωt ). (186)
Understanding whether there exists relationship between the hidden TR trajectory and the
hidden TR dynamics is a major open question.
4.10 The Case of Multiple Edges
For sake of notational ease we assumed so far that at most one transition per pair of sites was
possible, i.e. that the network does not have multiple edges. In nonequilibrium thermody-
namics it is necessary to consider the case where several different transitions are discernible,
because they are due to the interaction with different reservoirs. In this section we show that
the theory holds with few obvious modifications.
Let us consider the following network, which includes two transition mechanisms for 1–2,
labeled I and II:
1
I
II
2
(187)
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The tilted operator corresponding to the measurement of the current along edge 1 I← 2 is
given by
M I(q) :=
⎛
⎜
⎝
−w1 e−qwI12 + wII12 . . .
eqwI21 + wII21 −w2
...
. . .
⎞
⎟
⎠
. (188)
Apart from this little difference, a direct inspection of the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2
shows that all proceeds like above, with the only modification that the effective affinity now
reads
Q = log w
I
12 p
st
2
wI21 p
st
1
(189)
where p st is the steady-state in the network where edge 1 I— 2 is removed. This argument
can be easily scaled up to the case of several observational currents that will be the object
of study of the rest of this paper. Since the procedure is fairly straightforward, we will not
produce it explicitly.
5 Episode 3: Several Edge Currents
In this episode we take into consideration several currents, each supported on one edge,
proving the analog of Propositions 1 and 14 and discussing some of their consequences. The
most important new concept is that there is a hierarchy of marginal theories and of powerful
inter-hierarchical fluctuation relations.
5.1 Main Result
We now consider the statistics of |μ| currents, each supported on a different edge iμ jμ. For
the moment we assume that the removal of all such edges does not disconnect the network.
We call jμ the tail (or source) of edge iμ jμ and iμ its tip (or target). The set of currents is
marginal in the sense explained in Sect. 3.4: it does not include a full set of chords of the
network. Let M({qμ}) be the tilted generator with entries
M({qμ})i, j =
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩
−wi , if i = j
wiμ jμe−qμ, if ∃μ s.t. i = iμ, j = jμ
wjμiμeqμ, if ∃μ s.t. i = jμ, j = iμ
wi j , otherwise
. (190)
From now on we omit to explicitly state “∃μ”.
Let us consider the generator Whid of the Markovian dynamics defined by setting all rates
wiμ jμ = w jμiμ = 0, ossia by removing the set of edges corresponding to the observable
transitions. It has entries
[Whid]i, j =
⎧
⎨
⎩
−wi + ∑k,μ wki (δk, jμδi,iμ + δi, jμδk,iμ), if i = j,
0, if iμ jμ = i j, j i,
wi j , elsewhere
. (191)
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Such dynamics admits a unique normalized steady state p st . We define the effective affinities
Qμ := log
wiμ jμ pstjμ
wjμiμ pstiμ
. (192)
Finally, let Pst := diag {psti }i .
Proposition 17 The operator
˜W := Pst M({Qμ})T Pst−1 (193)
is a MJPG.
Proof We have
˜W ({Qμ}) j,i =
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
−wi , if i = j
wiμ jμ
pstjμ
pstiμ
e−Qμ, if i = iμ, j = jμ
wjμiμ
pstiμ
pstjμ
e+Qμ, if i = jμ, j = iμ
wi j
pstj
psti
, elsewhere
(194)
=
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
−wi , if i = j
w jμiμ, if i = iμ, j = jμ
wiμ jμ, if i = jμ, j = iμ
wi j
pstj
psti
, elsewhere
. (195)
Off-diagonal entries are positive, diagonal entries are negative, therefore all we need to prove
is that columns add up to zero. Summing over j , for each i , we obtain
∑
j
˜W ({Qμ}) j,i = −wi +
∑
j =i
[Whid]i j pjpi
+
∑
j
w j i
∑
μ
(δi,iμδ j, jμ + δi, jμδ j,iμ) (196)
where we recognized in the last term the off-diagonal entries of the generator Whid, and in
the second term in this expression precisely the off-diagonal correction that is needed to have
∑
j
˜W ({Qμ}) j,i =
∑
j
[Whid]i j pjpi = 0 (197)
where we used the fact that p is the steady state of Whid. unionsq
Notice that, according to Eq. (195), forward and hidden TR generators can be written respec-
tively as in Eqs. (116), where Whid is the generator obtained by removing all edges {iμ jμ}
and Wmar is the complementary generator of the dynamics on those edges only.
Let us mention that by the construction of the so-called “Doob transform,” that we will
briefly discuss in the conclusions, Sect. 8, there is no impediment in producing a proof of
Proposition 17 for any values qμ = q∗μ in the locus of zeroes of the SCGF, as mentioned in
the Parode.
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5.2 Graphical Representation
Similarly to the analysis in Sect. 4.4, effective affinities can be given a graphical interpretation.
We will only give a simple example. Consider the complete graph on four nodes
1 2
3 4
(198)
and let us consider the marginal theory where the observer measures currents 1–2 and 3–4.
After some work we obtain
Q12 = log
+ + +
+ + +
=: log ψ\12
ψ\21
(199a)
Q34 = log
+ + +
+ + +
=: log ψ\34
ψ\43
. (199b)
The right-hand side defines the hidden fluxes. We recognize in these expressions those Hill
cycle fluxes that are not in common between the two currents, which explicitly read (setting
π(G )
!= 1)
φ12 = ψ\12 − ψ\21 + + + +
− − − − (200a)
φ34 = ψ\34 − ψ\43 + + + +
− − − − . (200b)
Notice that from these expressions it is not so obvious (to the best of our understanding)
that the mean marginal EPR φ12Q12 + φ34Q34, should be non-negative, as we could prove
directly in Sect. 4.5 for the single-edge case. This fact will rather follow from the IFR.
5.3 Fluctuation Relations
We derive the FR at all times using the formalism of the tilted generator and of the generating
function, rather than the direct derivation in terms of path p.d.f.’s given in the previous
Episode.
Proposition 18 The marginal FR
P({μ})
˜P(−{μ})
= exp∑Qμ μ (201)
holds at all times, provided the initial configuration is sampled with probability P(i0 ≡ i) =
p sti .
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Proof Rather than considering the probability itself, we consider the moment generating
function of the currents ζ t ({qμ}) at time t , and let ζ t ({qμ}) = (ζ ti ({qμ}))i be the moment
generating function conditioned to being at site i at time t , defined as
ζ ti ({qμ}) :=
∫
∏
dμ P(tμ ≡ μ, i t ≡ i) exp
(
−
∑
μqμ
)
, (202)
such that the moment generating function is recovered from the conditional one by ζ t ({qμ}) =
1 · ζ t ({qμ}). We can also introduce a conditional moment generating function for the hidden
TR process ˜ζ . These two conditional functions evolve respectively by
d
dt
ζ t ({qμ}) = M({qμ}) ζ t ({qμ}), (203a)
d
dt
˜ζ t ({qμ}) = ˜M({qμ}) ˜ζ
t
({qμ}). (203b)
Let ζ 0i ({qμ}) = ˜ζ 0i ({qμ}) = p0i be the probability of finding the system in site i at time
t = 0. Defining U t ({qμ}) := exp t M({qμ}) and ˜U t ({qμ}) := exp t ˜M({qμ}) we have
ζ t ({qμ}) = U t ({qμ}) p 0. (204)
Similarly, for the hidden TR dynamics, evaluating at qμ → Qμ − qμ we obtain
˜ζ t ({Qμ − qμ}) = ˜U t ({Qμ − qμ}) p 0 (205)
= Pst
[
exp t M({qμ})T
]
Pst−1 p 0. (206)
We can now find the moment generating functions as
ζ t ({qμ}) = 1 · U t ({qμ}) p 0 (207a)
˜ζ t ({Qμ − qμ}) = p 0 · Pst−1U t ({qμ}) Pst1 (207b)
from which it follows that the choice of p 0 = p st makes the latter two expressions identical
at all times, thus yielding an all-time fluctuation symmetry. Eq. (201) follows by properties
of the Laplace transform. unionsq
As a straightforward corollary, we have the following asymptotic FRs.
Proposition 19 The following marginal symmetry of the SCGF and IFR hold
λ({Qμ − qμ}) =˜λ({qμ}), (208)
λ({Qμ}) = 0. (209)
Proof The first follows from
λ({qμ}) = lim
t→∞
1
t
ζ t ({qμ}). (210)
The second follows by evaluating at qμ = Qμ. unionsq
Just like the single-edge-current FR actually holds at the level of trajectories as in Eq. (173),
we can also generalize the above proposition to a “complete” set of currents as follows.
Proposition 20 The SCGF λ({qμ}μ, {qα}α≥|μ|) of a “complete” set of currents satisfies the
FR
λ({qμ}μ, {qα}α =μ) =˜λ({Qμ − qμ}μ, {−qα}α =μ). (211)
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Proof Let us construct the tilted generator of the forward and backward dynamics in terms
of the Hadamard product (see p. 45) as (we drop the explicit range of the indices)
˜M({qμ}, {qα})
= PstW Thid Pst−1 ◦ T ({qα}) + Wmar ◦ T ({qμ})
= Pst [Whid ◦ T ({−qα})]T Pst−1 + Wmar ◦ T ({qμ}) (212)
where we used the fact that T ({qα})T = T ({−qα}). We have
M({Qμ − qμ}, {−qα}) =
= Whid ◦ T ({qα}) + Wmar ◦ T ({qμ})
= Whid ◦ T ({−qα}) + Wmar ◦ T ({Qμ}) ◦ T ({−qμ})
= Whid ◦ T ({−qα}) + PstW Tmar Pst−1 ◦ T ({−qμ})
= Whid ◦ T ({−qα}) + Pst
[
Wmar ◦ T ({qμ})
]T Pst−1 (213)
where in the first passage we used the entry-wise associative property of the Hadamard
product and in the second the main proposition Proposition 17. We then obtain
M({Qμ − qμ}, {−qα}) = Pst ˜M({qμ}, {qα})T Pst−1 (214)
and the conclusion follows from matrix similarity. unionsq
5.4 The Hierarchy of Marginal Theories
Let us now suppose we follow a systematic procedure by which we first consider the marginal
theory along edge i1 j1, then we expand our knowledge to i2 j2, and so on up to i|α| j|α| when
we cover a “complete” set of chord currents. Let Q1,...,|μ|μ be the effective affinity along
edge iμ jμ obtained from the |μ|-th marginal theory in the hierarchy, where the superscript
1, . . . , |μ| denotes the set of marginal currents. Each such theory gives an estimate of the
entropy production rate
σ1,...,|μ| :=
|μ|
∑
μ=1
Q1,...,|μ|μ φμ. (215)
The following proposition is a generalization of the result presented in Ref. [58].
Proposition 21 The following hierarchy of inequalities is satisfied:
0 ≤ σ1 ≤ σ : 1, 2 ≤ . . . ≤ σ1,2,...,|α|. (216)
Proof Notice that the Proposition 20 can be written in terms of the currents’ p.d.f.’s as
P
(
{α}|α|α=1
)
˜P
(
{α}|α|α=1
) = exp
⎛
⎝
|α|
∑
α=1
Aαα −
|μ|
∑
μ=1
Q1,...,|μ|μ μ
⎞
⎠ . (217)
Let ˜P1,...,|μ|
(
{μ}|μ
′|
μ=1
)
denote the probability of the first |μ′| currents according to the
hidden TR dynamics of the |μ|-th theory, for |μ| > |μ|′ (notice that this is a new object: so
far we only considered the probability of the first |μ| currents in the |μ|-th theory, and did
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not specified the level of the hierarchy). Since the latter equality holds for all |μ|, by dividing
two such relations obtained for |μ| and |μ′|, we obtain
˜P |μ|
(
{μ}|μ|μ=1
)
˜P |μ′|
(
{μ}|μ|μ=1
) = exp
⎛
⎝
|μ|
∑
μ=1
Q1,...,|μ|μ μ −
|μ′|
∑
μ=1
Q1,...,|μ′|μ μ
⎞
⎠ (218)
We can then follow the usual route, obtaining the corresponding IFRs and using the Jensen
inequality. unionsq
5.5 Stalling and Response at Stalling
The following result characterizes the stalling steady state.
Proposition 22 The effective affinities vanish if and only if the mean marginal currents vanish.
Proof This is evident given the explicit expression for the current φμ = wiμ jμ p jμ −wjμiμ piμ ,
and the fact that p st is the unique stalling state. unionsq
Notice that, with the hierarchy of theories in mind, the set of rates for which current
φ1 vanishes includes the set of rates for which currents φ1, φ2 vanish, and so on, until one
reaches equilibrium. In this respect, equilibrium is just the stalling state of a marginal theory
that happens to be complete.
Let us now parametrize the rates wi j → wi j (x) by a set of parameters x = ({xμ}μ, z)
such that the first |μ| are marginally thermodynamic in the sense that
wiμ jμ(x)
w jμiμ(x)
= exp xμ (219)
and that no other rate depends on xμ. The effective affinity now takes the form
Qμ(x) = xμ − x stμ(z) (220)
where
x stμ(z) := log
pstjμ(z)
pstiμ(z)
. (221)
Notice that the stalling value of the μ-th parameter x stμ(z) might depend on the other param-
eters. The following result is crucial for an operational definition of the effective affinities.
Proposition 23 At fixed dynamic parameters z, the stalling steady state obtained by remov-
ing the observable edges is the same as the stalling steady state obtained by tuning the
thermodynamic parameters to the stalling values xμ
!= x stμ(z).
Proof Let us evaluate the forward generator on the stalling steady state:
W (x) p st(x) = [Whid(z) + Wmar(x)] p st
= Wmar(x)) p st
= (0, . . . , φμ(x), . . . ,−φμ(x), . . . , 0)T (222)
where we used the definition of stalling Whid p st = 0 and the fact that the hidden generator
does not depend on the thermodynamic parameters. In the resulting vector we only highlighted
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the entries corresponding to iμ and jμ. Then, in the light of Proposition 22 and of Eq. (220),
this expression vanishes whenever the effective affinities vanish. unionsq
We now exploit the marginal fluctuation symmetry Eq. (208), that in its parametric form
reads
˜λ
({qμ}; x
) = λ ({xμ − x stμ(z) − qμ}; x
)
. (223)
Taking the second mixed derivatives with respect to qμ, qν, xμ, xν (omitting explicit depen-
dencies) we obtain
∂ 2˜λ
∂qμqν
= ∂
2λ
∂qμqν
, (224a)
∂ 2˜λ
∂qμ∂xν
= − ∂
2λ
∂qμ∂qν
− ∂
2λ
∂qμ∂xν
, (224b)
∂ 2˜λ
∂xν∂xμ
= ∂
2λ
∂xν∂xμ
+ ∂
2λ
∂qμ∂qν
+ ∂
2λ
∂xμ∂qν
+ ∂
2λ
∂qμ∂xν
. (224c)
Evaluating at {qμ = 0} and at {xμ = x stμ } we obtain the marginal FDRs
˜φμν = φμν = φstν ;μ + φstμ ; ν (225a)
= ˜φstν ;μ + ˜φstμ ; ν (225b)
= φstμ ; ν + ˜φstμ ; ν (225c)
= φstν ;μ + ˜φstν ;μ (225d)
and the marginal RRs
φstμ ; ν = ˜φstν ;μ. (226a)
We can also consider the response to a perturbation of the κ-th kinetic parameter. By taking the
first total derivative with respect to xκ and evaluating at {qμ = 0} we obtain the orthogonality
relation
∑
μ
φμ
dx stμ
dxκ
= 0. (227)
The second mixed derivative with respect to qμ, xκ and to xκ , xκ ′ yield
φμ ; κ + ˜φμ ; κ =
∑
ν
φμν
dx stν
dxκ
(228)
∑
μ
φμ ; κ
dx stμ
dxκ ′
+
∑
μ
φμ ; κ ′
dx stμ
dxκ
=
∑
μ,ν
φμν
dx stν
dxκ
dx stμ
dxκ ′
. (229)
As regards higher-order response relations, it is clear that the treatment given in Sect. 3.5.5
can all be reproduced, with the only caveat that on the right-hand side of Eq. (104) there
should appear the response coefficients of the hidden TR dynamics. We will not address this
explicitly.
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Fig. 2 Level curve (q∗1 , q2∗ ) where λ(q∗1 , q∗2 ) = 0, for two models. Bullets along the curves, starting from
the origin and going counterclockwise, are for the plot on the left (0, 0), (A1,A2 −Q2), (Q1, 0), (A1,A2),
(0,Q2), (A1−Q1,A2), and for the plot on the right (0, 0), (0,Q2), (A1−Q1,A2), (A1,A2), (A1,A2−Q2),
(Q1, 0). At the center of the figures is the symmetry point (A1/2,A2/2). The model on the left has rates
w21 = w14 = w32 = w14 = w43 = w42 = 1;w12 = w41 = w23 = 10;w34 = w24 = 20. The model on
the right has rates w21 = w41 = w23 = w43 = 1;w14 = w32 = w24 = 10;w34 = 20;w42 = 30
5.6 Inequalities Between Effective Affinities
In this section we briefly sketch some ideas on how to derive inequalities between effective
affinities at different orders in the hierarchy.
We first consider the case of a system with two “real” affinities A1 (= Q1,21 ) and A2
(= Q1,22 ) supported on the chords i1 j1 and i2 j2. Two marginal theories can be considered,
one with effective affinityQ1 (= Q11) defined along edge i1 j1 and one withQ2 (= Q22) defined
along edge i2 j2.
Proposition 24 Either both “real” affinities are smaller in modulus than the effective affini-
ties, |A1| ≤ |Q1| and |A2| ≤ |Q2|, or they are both larger, |A1| ≥ |Q1| or |A2| ≥ |Q2|.
Proof We sketch an idea of the proof based on visual inspection of the two plots in Fig. 2. They
represent level curves where the SCGF vanishes, λ(q∗1 , q∗2 ) = 0, for two specific models. Six
points are highlighted along the curve: the origin (0, 0) the effective affinities (Q1, 0) and
(0,Q2), and their dual under the mirror symmetry with respect to the point (A1/2,A2/2),
which need to belong to the curve as a consequence of the fluctuation symmetry. Any level
curve of a convex function is a convex set. Consider the two highlighted segments. Their
coordinates are either Q1 −A1 > 0 and Q2 −A2 > 0 for the left-hand curve, orA2 −Q2 >
0,Q1 − Q1 > 0 for that on the right. Since for the right curve both A1,Q1 < 0, we are
consistent with the claim of the proposition. A similar analysis of other special cases will
convince the reader it is not possible to draw six such special points along a convex curve
that do not satisfy the claim. unionsq
Pushing this method beyond |α| = 2 is far from trivial and it would make for an interesting
mathematical inquiry. Let us briefly sketch some thoughts concerning the case |α| = 3. In
Fig. 3 we plot the polytopes obtained by triangulations of the points (0, 0, 0)—the univer-
sal zero of the SCGF—, the point (Q1,2,31 ,Q1,2,32 ,Q1,2,33 ) =: A—the “real” affinities, the
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Fig. 3 In the space (q1, q2, q3), two polytopes having the effective affinities corresponding to level |α| = 1
and |α| = 3 marginal theories as their vertices. The image illustrates the conjectured fact that there always
exist convex Delaunay triangulations of the vertices for any values of such effective affinities. However, the
affinities corresponding to the |α| = 2 will need to satisfy constraints
points (Q11, 0, 0), (0,Q22, 0), (0, 0,Q33)—the effective affinities of the single-edge marginal
theories—and their mirror images through point A/2 (the small dot at the center of the poly-
gon) —given by (Q31 −Q11,Q32,Q33), (Q31,Q32 −Q12,Q33), (Q1,2,31 ,Q1,2,32 ,Q1,2,33 −Q13). In the
plots, all (effective and “real”) affinities are positive, without loss of generality. In the left-
hand plot effective affinities are all larger than the “real” affinities, (Q11 > Q1,2,31 ,Q22 > Q1,2,32 ,
Q33 > Q1,2,33 ), in the right-hand one one of the effective affinities is smaller, (Q11 < Q1,2,31 ,
Q22 > Q1,2,32 , Q33 > A1,2,33 ). In both cases one can find a convex envelope that includes all
such points. Now consider that must belong to such envelope also the six further points cor-
responding to the second level in the hierarchy |μ| = 2, that is the three (Q1,21 ,Q1,22 , 0),
(0,Q2,32 ,Q2,33 ) and (Q1,31 , 0,Q1,33 ), and their FR-duals (Q1,2,31 − Q1,21 ,Q1,2,32 − Q1,22 , 0),
(0,Q1,2,32 −Q2,32 ,Q1,2,33 −Q2,33 ) and (Q1,2,31 −Q1,31 , 0,Q1,2,33 −Q1,33 ). It is clear that requiring
that there exists a convex polytope that also includes such points as corners would pose strict
inter-affinity relationships, whose determination however goes far astray from our scope.
5.7 Gauge Invariance
We have the following result.
Proposition 25 Under the condition that the removal of the marginal edges does not discon-
nect the network, the effective affinities are invariant under a gauge transformation of the
rates wi j → w′i j = wi j e−a j .
Proof By the matrix-tree theorem, the effective affinities can be expressed in terms of rooted
oriented spanning trees on the graph where the observable edges are removed. Notice that
for every rooted oriented spanning tree Tk with root at site k, the gauge transformation gives
τ ′(Tk) =
∏
i j∈Tk
w′i j =
∏
i =k
eai
∏
i j∈Tk
wi j = e−ak+a τ(Tk) (230)
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where a = ∑i ai . This is due to the fact that in a rooted oriented spanning tree, each site but
the root is the tail of exactly one directed edge. This factor drops from the expression of the
steady probability because of normalization. Thus
w′i j pst
′
j = w′j i pst
′
i (231)
and therefore the effective affinities are invariant. unionsq
Since currents are also gauge-invariant, it follows that the effective EPR is also invariant.
Gauges affect the shape of the initial state that needs to be chosen for an all-time FR to hold.
A different, but related, acceptation of gauge invariance of the SCGF is that put forward
by Wachtel et al. [110]. Let us review it here for it will have implications as regards the
marginal theory, that we will analyze in Sect. 5.9.
Proposition 26 The SCGF for all the currents λ({qij }i j∈E ) is invariant under the gauge
transformation qij → qij +
∑
cα

i j Qα , where the vectors {cα

i j }i j span the cocycle space of
the graph.
Proof Let us omit to specify i j ∈ E . Using a trick employed in Ref. [64] to prove the FR, we
consider the characteristic polynomial of tilted generator

(
s; {qij }
) := det
(
W ({qij }; x) − s I
)
. (232)
We employ the well-known expansion of the determinant of a matrix A [116]
det A =
∑
π
(−1)|π |
∏
i∈I
Ai,π(i) (233)
in terms of permutations π : I → I the graph’s sites, where |π | is the permutation’s parity.
Any permutation admits a cycle decomposition [116] in terms of singlets i ′ ∈ I sing(π) ⊆ I
such that π(i ′) = i ′, and a certain number |ι| of simple cycles, Cι(π), which do not cross
each other and which cover all of the remaining sites in I \ I sing(π). One then obtains
∏
i∈I
Ai,π(i) =
∏
i ′∈I sing(π)
Ai ′i ′ ·
∏
ι
∏
i j
Ac
ij
ι (π)
i j , (234)
yielding

(
s; {qij +
∑
cα

i j Qα
}
)
=
∑
π
(−1)|π |
∏
i ′∈I sing(π)
(−s − wi ′) ·
∏
ι
∏
i j
(
wi j e−qij
)c
ij
ι (π)
× exp −
∑
α,ι
Qα
∑
i j
cα

i j c
i j
ι (π). (235)
The latter term is unity because cycles are orthogonal to cocycles, and therefore the charac-
teristic polynomial is gauge invariant:

(
s; {qij +
∑
cα

i j Qα
}
)
=  (s; {qij
}) (236)
In fact, it follows that all of the eigenvalues are also gauge invariant, including the SCGF. unionsq
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The relationship between gauge invariance of cycle affinities and gauge invariance of
the SCGF is as follows. A gauge transformation of the rates as described above transforms
the log-ratio of the rates as log wi j/wj i → log wi j/wj i + ai − a j (a “gauge connection”).
Any such transformation can be seen as a cocyclic transformation, as it can be shown that
ai − a j = ∑α cα

i j aα for some aα . Indeed, using the FR for all the currents and imposing
that it only depends on the cycle affinities, one obtains the latter invariance.
5.8 Marginally Thermodynamic Parametrizations
The local parametrization Eq. (219) automatically complies with the requirement B0 men-
tioned in the Parode. In this paragraph we analyze in more detail which parametrizations
are thermodynamic in the sense that they satisfy the requirement A0 for the “complete” the-
ory and, within such parametrization schemes, which are marginally thermodynamic. More
precisely, in the first case our goal is to find the most general parametrization of the rates
x → wi j (x) such that
∂
∂xκ
Aα(x) = δα,κ . (237)
This question will find a conclusive answer in Proposition 27, while Proposition 28 charac-
terizes the marginal parametrizations that satisfy
∂
∂xμ′
Qμ(x) = δμ,μ′ . (238)
Notice that while Eq. (237) involves all of the parameters, the second is much looser since it
only involves the first |μ| parameters, and in general
∂
∂xκ
Qμ(x) = 0, κ > |μ|. (239)
Let us now pave the way to Propositions 27 and 28. It is an obvious fact that transition
rates can be uniquely decomposed as
wi j (x) = vi j (x) e−aij (x), (240)
with an antisymmetric term aij = −aji and a symmetric positive term vi j = vj i > 0. Clearly,
by definition “real” affinities are only sensible to transformations of the antisymmetric part.
Furthermore, as explained in Sect. 5.7, they are invariant under so-called gauge transforma-
tions aij → a′i j = aij + ai − a j [75,110], hence the general dependence that the symmetric
part of the rates can take is
aij (x) = a′i j ({xα}) + a j (x) − ai (x). (241)
in terms of some gauge connection a′i j that only depends on the first |α| parameters, and of
a pure gauge a j on which, for the moment, we impose no restriction. Notice that the affinity
can be written in terms of the gauge connection only:
Aα({xα′ }) =
∑
i j∈Cα
a′i j ({xα′ }). (242)
Since the effect of a variation of the thermodynamic parameters on the affinities is via the
gauge connection, we now need to impose that variations of xα only modify the α-th affinity
according to Eq. (237). The basic intuition is that any perturbation of the gauge connection
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along edges that are shared among different cycles will modify the affinities of both cycles.
Let us then introduce the peripheral set as the set of edges that belong to cycle Cα and to
no other fundamental cycle Dα = Cα ∩ (E \ ⋃α′ =α Cα′). In practice, these consist of the
generating chord eα and of all edges that are only separated from the chord by vertices of
degree 2 (sometimes called bridges [20]). Then, we can at best distribute the dissipative
parameter xα among the edges of the corresponding peripheral set, in such a way that
a′i j ({xα}) =
{
a′′i j + λi jα xα, i j ∈ Dα
a′′i j , i j /∈
⋃
α Dα
(243)
where a′′i j are independent of all parameters and λ
i j
α = −λj iα are real numbers such that, for
all α,
∑
i j∈Dα
λi jα = 1. (244)
This provides the general structure of a thermodynamic parametrization. Notice that no
constraint is imposed on the dependence of the symmetric part and of the pure gauge on the
parameters.
Proposition 27 (Thermodynamic parametrization) A parametrization of the transition rates
is thermodynamic, in the sense that it satisfies Eq. (237), if and only if there exist (possibly
non-unique) symmetric terms, a gauge connection and a pure gauge obeying Eq. (243) such
that
wi j (x) =
√
vi j (x) exp
1
2
[
a j (x) − ai (x) + a′i j ({xα})
]
. (245)
Proof Sufficiency is trivial: from Eq. (242) we have
Aα({xα′ }) =
∑
i j∈Dα
λi jα xα +
∑
i j∈Cα
a′′i j = xα +
∑
i j∈Cα
a′′i j . (246)
Necessity is inbuilt in the above construction: the symmetric/antisymmetric splitting is
unique; perturbations of the antisymmetric part that do not affect the affinities are accounted
for by the pure gauge; hence we can only focus on any explicit dependencies of the gauge
connection on the parameters that will affect the affinities. In particular, any perturbation of
the rates along an edge that is in common among several cycles will affect the affinities of
both cycles, therefore violating thermodynamic parametrization. unionsq
Notice that, as anticipated in Sect. 2.1, the symmetric term and the pure gauge, to which
we referred as the internal landscape, can undergo global arbitrary transformations, while
once the pure gauge is fixed, the parametrization of the gauge connection is local an quite
strict.
We now want to inquire how much stricter is a marginally thermodynamic parametrization
obeying Eq. (238) with respect to a thermodynamic parametrization. We already know that
effective affinities are gauge invariant. Yet they do depend on the kinetic parameters all over
the network. Then, all we need is to make the dependency of the symmetric terms local like
that of the gauge connection.
Proposition 28 (Marginal thermodynamic parametrization) A parametrization of the tran-
sition rates is marginally thermodynamic, in the sense that it satisfies Eq. (239), if it is
thermodynamic and, additionally, if symmetric terms only depend locally on the thermody-
namic parameters, meaning that only those along ij ∈ Dμ depend on xμ.
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Proof All boils down to showing that the effective affinity can be written as
Qμ(x) = log
⎛
⎝
psti ′μ(x)
pstj ′μ(x)
∏
i j∈Dμ
wi j
wj i
⎞
⎠ (247)
where i ′μ and j ′μ are respectively the source of the first edge in Dμ and the target of the last
edge in Dμ. Notice that these depend in a contrived way on all other rates not belonging to
Dμ. Having singled out the rates in Dμ, we notice that symmetric terms still cancel among
themselves, hence we conclude. unionsq
This latter proposition is not “if and only if” only because of subtle special cases of no
practical interest.
5.9 Disconnecting the Configuration Space
So far we have assumed that the removal of the edges that support observable currents does
not disconnect the configuration space. Let us relax this assumption.
The removal of edges from the network may result into several disconnected subgraphs
Gκ . If that occurs, than each connected subgraph has its own unique normalized steady state
p st,κ and any convex combination of them
p st(π) =
∑
κ
πκ p st,κ ,
∑
κ
πκ = 1 (248)
is a steady state for the stalling dynamics. Here πκ > 0 is the probability of finding the system
in subgraph Gκ at the moment of the preparation of the initial ensemble. As regards the case
of several currents each supported on one edge analyzed in Sect. 5, the effective affinities
introduced in Eq. (192) are still well-defined, and an inspection of the proof of Proposition 17
and of Proposition 19 reveals that all that matters to go through is that p st(π) is some steady
state. The only main difference is that in all expressions there will be an explicit dependence
on the parameters π , in particular via Pst(π) and the effective affinities Qμ(π). Consider the
function i → κ(i) mapping a site i to the connected component it belongs to. We then have
Qμ(π) = log
wiμ jμ p
st,κ( jμ)
jμ
w jμiμ p
st,κ(iμ)
iμ
+ log πκ( jμ)
πκ(iμ)
=: Q′μ + log
πκ( jμ)
πκ(iμ)
(249)
where the right-hand side defines a preferred “ground” value of the effective affinity Q′μ.
The finite-time FR holds unmodified, provided one chooses the right effective affinity and
the right initial ensemble (as we will analyze in a future publication, and has already been
observed in the case of the full FR by Rao [73], in the preparation there is a difference between
removing edges, and tuning parameters to values where the currents stall).
As regards the asymptotic FR, notice that in the derivation of the fluctuation symmetry
the matrix Pst(π) does not enter the game as it only contributes a similarity transformation.
Hence the full dependence of the relation on the π is through the effective affinities:
˜λ({qμ}) = λ({Qμ(π) − qμ}). (250)
But since the left-hand side of this expression does not depend on π altogether, we obtain
that the SCGF has a symmetry
λ({qμ}) = λ
({
qμ + log πκ( jμ)/πκ(iμ)
})
. (251)
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This also implies that certain linear combinations of mean currents always vanish at the steady
state. Consider for example the case where two subgraphs are separated by two observable
edges:
G1
I
II
G2 . (252)
The symmetry of the rate function reads
λ({qI, qII}) = λ({qI + α, qII + α}). (253)
where α = log π2/π1. Taking the derivative with respect to α and evaluating at qI = qII =
α = 0 we obtain φI + φII = 0.
Notice that Proposition 22 then needs to be reformulated, as it is not sufficient that the
effective affinity vanishes for some values of the π to have a vanishing stalling current. This
is a consequence of the marginal gauge invariance of the SCGF, that we now analyze.
The SCGF of all the marginal currents is obtained by setting qij = 0 for all i j ∈ E \ Emar.
With reference to Proposition 26, clearly any gauge transformation that involves cocycles that
have edges in the hidden sector would break this condition, thus it is not allowed. But, since
by definition the removal of a (simple) cocycle disconnects the graph in two subgraphs (we
can always take the basis cocycles to be simple in the sense described in Sect. 3.4.3), then if
the marginal configuration space contains a cocycle, then the hidden configuration space gets
disconnected. In fact, in the above example the two edges form a simple cocycle. We thus see
that marginal gauge invariance coincides with the freedom of choice of the stalling steady state
in the definition of the effective affinities. While, according to the tenets of Schnakenberg’s
theory, when dealing with single-edge currents one can always take observable currents along
a subset of chords, and thus arrive at uniquely defined and invariant affinities, in the case of
currents defined over multiple edges it might often be the case that gauge invariance plays a
role. This depends on the specific context.
6 Episode 4: Phenomenological Currents
Finally, we consider a set of marginal phenomenological currents. The theory exposed in
the previous sections holds unchanged provided an additional strict condition, that we call
marginal consistency, is verified. We characterize marginal consistency in physical terms in
terms of hidden entropy production.
6.1 Marginal Phenomenological Currents
Phenomenological currents are linear combinations of edge currents
tμ =
∑
i j
ϕi jμ 
t
i j , (254)
where ϕi jμ = −ϕj iμ . Let Eμ = {i j ∈ E |ϕi jμ = 0} be the set of edges that support the μ-th
marginal current, and Emar := ⋃μ Eμ be the marginal edge set of all edges that support a
marginal phenomenological current. Furthermore let Imar be set of sites of the graph that are
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boundaries of some edge in Emar. For sake of notational simplicity, we assume that E \ Emar
is connected; the general case can be built after the considerations in Sect. 5.9.
We assume that the phenomenological currents defined above are independent, in the
sense that there is no vector  = (μ)μ such that
∑
μ
μ
t
μ  0 (255)
in the long time limit (at steady state). This amounts to ask that the matrix (∑i j ϕi jμ cαi j )α,μ has
full rank. The theory of FRs for a complete set of phenomenological currents in the presence
of conservation laws has been analyzed in Ref. [71] at the steady state, and in Ref. [73] at
finite times. The generalization of our marginal theory to systems with conserved quantities,
either within or across the marginal/hidden sectors of the configuration space, is an interesting
direction for future research.
6.2 Marginal Consistency
Let ({qμ}) be the SCGF of the marginal phenomenological currents with respect to the
forward dynamics. It is the dominant eigenvalue of the tilted operator M({qμ} obtained by
replacing the off-diagonal entries wi j by wi j exp −
∑
ϕ
i j
μ qμ and by keeping the diagonal
entries the same. Similarly we can introduce the SCGF ˜({qμ}) of the currents with respect
to the hidden TR dynamics.
Also, let λ({qij }i j∈Emar ),˜λ({qij }i j∈Emar ) be the SCGFs of all the edge currents in the
marginal sector of the configuration space. We hereby exploit the contraction principle in the
theory of large deviations, which states that we can obtain the SCGF of a coarser observable
by replacing qij →
∑
ϕ
i j
μ qμ,
({qμ}) = λ
(
{
∑
ϕi jμ qμ
}
i j∈Emar
)
, (256a)
˜({qμ}) =˜λ
(
{
∑
ϕi jμ qμ
}
i j∈Emar
)
. (256b)
By the theory exposed in Sect. 5, we know that the marginal fluctuation symmetry holds
λ
({qij }i j∈Emar
) =˜λ ({Qi j − qij }i j∈Emar
)
, (257)
where the effective affinities are given by the usual expression Qi j = log wi j pstj /wj i psti , the
stalling steady state being defined as the unique steady state in the network where all edges
in Emar are removed.
We now inquire under which conditions this relation extends to the SCGFs of the marginal
phenomenological currents.
Proposition 29 A sufficient condition for the marginal phenomenological fluctuation sym-
metry to hold is the condition of marginal consistency, i.e. that there exist phenomenological
effective affinities Qμ such that
Qi j =
∑
ϕi jμ Qμ, ∀i j ∈ Emar. (258)
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Proof Straightforward given the definitions and the contraction principle:
({qμ}) = λ
(
{
∑
ϕi jμ qμ
}
i j∈Emar
)
=˜λ
(
{∑ϕi jμ (Qμ − qμ)}i j∈Emar
)
= ˜({Qμ − qμ}). (259)
unionsq
The condition is not strictly necessary, for the reason noted in Sect. 5.9 that the effective
affinities might not be unique when the removal of the observable edges disconnects the
network, which is usually the case for phenomenological currents.
Marginal consistency poses a strong constraint on the shape of the stalling steady state.
In fact, for all sites i ∈ Imar in the marginal edge set, the stalling steady state must satisfy
pstj
psti
= wj i
wi j
exp
∑
ϕi jμ Qμ. (260)
This balance will not be granted for any thermodynamically consistent model, as we will
show by a simple example in Sect. 6.5. At the highest level of the hierarchy of marginal
theories, where the effective affinities are the “real” affinities of the complete theory, the
above condition boils down to prescribing certain values for the rate ratio wi j/wj i , up to a pure
gauge, see Eq. (66). This is due to the peculiar property of equilibrium steady states of writing
just in terms of wi j/wj i , see Eq. (62). Instead, whilst gauge invariant, the effective affinities do
not depend directly on the rate ratio. As a consequence, marginal consistency requires a fine
tuning of the rates all over the network. This entails an unprecedented relationship between
symmetric and antisymmetric contributions to the rates, i.e. an interplay between the physics
that shapes the internal landscape of the system, and the thermodynamic parameters.
Proposition 30 If the condition of marginal consistency holds, then
˜W := Pst M({Qμ})T Pst−1 (261)
is a MJPG.
Proof We have, using Eq. (260)
w˜i j = p
st
i
pstj
wj i exp
∑
ϕi jμ Qμ = wi j , ∀i j ∈ Emar (262a)
w˜i j = p
st
i
pstj
wj i , ∀i j /∈ Emar. (262b)
The proof proceeds as usual by summing over the columns of ˜W and using the fact that p st
is the stalling state. unionsq
From this result follows that, if the condition of marginal consistency holds, basically
everything that has been discussed in Sect. 5 holds without modifications.
6.3 Internal Stalling
The above condition of marginal consistency so far remains formal. Notice that a state of
internal stalling, where all the microscopic currents supporting the marginal phenomenolog-
ical currents vanish, is also a state of phenomenological stalling:
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φi j = 0, ∀i j ∈ Eμ ⇒ φμ = 0. (263)
The inverse implication is not generally true.
Proposition 31 If marginal consistency holds, then at a phenomenological stalling steady
state, internal currents stall.
Proof By the fluctuation symmetry, if Qμ = 0 then φμ = 0. From Eq. (258) follows that if
Qμ = 0 then Qi j = 0, and therefore φi j = 0. unionsq
While the reverse implication does not hold, for the simple reason that stalling states are a
subclass of all possible marginally consistent states, the following statement gives a physical
characterization of marginal consistency.
Proposition 32 If at a phenomenological stalling steady state the marginal stochastic entropy
production vanishes, then the effective affinities satisfy marginal consistency.
Proof We are requiring that
∑
i j∈Emar
Qi jti j = 0 (264)
vanishes for all values of of ti j ≡ tφi j satisfying the steady state condition ∂φ = 0 (or,
equivalently, up to O(1) transient contributions). Let us impose phenomenological stalling.
We have
∑
i j∈Eμ
ϕi jμφi j = 0. (265)
Therefore φ is in the kernel of matrix ϕ = (ϕi jμ )i j∈Eμ,μ. Therefore it can be an arbitrary
vector in the orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ. Since Eq. (264) must vanish for any
such vector, then Qi j must live in the image of ϕ, that is, satisfy Eq. (258). unionsq
6.4 Response
Let us endow ourselves with a marginally thermodynamic parametrization xij of the edges
i j ∈ Emar. We can consider the phenomenological currents’ covariance at phenomenological
stalling
φ
phen. st.
μμ′ =
∑
i j,i j ′
ϕi jμϕ
i j ′
μ′ φ
phen. st.
i j,i j ′ . (266)
Notice that we would not be able to proceed further if phenomenological stalling did not
imply internal stalling, because we do not generally have a FDR for nonvanishing currents.
Under the assumption of marginal consistency we obtain
φstμμ′ =
∑
i j,i j ′
ϕi jμϕ
i j ′
μ′
(
∂
∂xij
φsti j ′ +
∂
∂xij ′
φsti j
)
= ∇μφstμ′ + ∇μ′φstμ (267)
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where
∇μ :=
∑
i j
ϕi jμ
∂
∂xij
(268)
is the directional (Lie) derivative along vector {ϕi jμ }i j . This means that there is a preferred
set of directions where the variation of the parameters should be performed, hence that we
need to sub-parametrize rates in terms of parameters xμ in a way that ∇μ = ∂/∂xμ becomes
a proper derivative.
6.5 Complete Versus Marginal Consistency
In this section we show by a simple example that marginal consistency is stricter “complete”
consistency. While this example is not representative of a physical apparatus, the gap between
marginal and complete thermodynamic consistency appears to us the be the most interesting
open question left aside in this paper.
We take into consideration a simple model whose configuration space is depicted by the
following graph with rates labeled by a reservoir index taking values in ρ = I, II, III, IV:
1
II
I
2
3
IVIII
II
I
4
IIIIV
(269)
where we assume that the rates satisfy
wI12/w
I
21 = wI34/wI43 (270a)
wII12/w
II
21 = wII34/wII43 (270b)
wIII13 /w
III
31 = wIII24 /wIII42 (270c)
wIV13 /w
III
31 = wIII24 /wIV42 (270d)
The physical rationale is that rates of type ρ are due to the interaction with a bath at inverse
temperature β ρ and satisfy the condition of local detailed balance [100,117]
wi j
wj i
= exp −β ρ(i −  j ). (271)
In the above model it is implied that the energy gaps 1 − 2 = 3 − 4 are the same. The
physical currents are given by (dropping the dependency on t)
ρ = ρ12 + ρ34, ρ = I, II (272a)
ρ = ρ13 + ρ24, ρ = III, IV. (272b)
The above parametrization Eq. (270) grants that the entropy production along a trajectory is a
functional of the phenomenological currents only. The situation is different for the effective
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description of an observer who, for example, only measures  I. The effective affinities along
the two edges supporting this current are given by
QI12 = log
wI12 p
st
2
wI21 p
st
1
, QI34 = log
wI34 p
st
4
wI43 p
st
3
(273)
where p st is the stalling steady state on the network
1
II
2
3
IVIII
II
4
IIIIV . (274)
Marginal consistency requires that the two effective affinities coincide, QI12 = QI34, which is
only the case if
pst1
pst2
= p
st
3
pst4
. (275)
This condition is not implied by local detailed balance and it requires a fine tuning of rates all
over the network. This has broad implications on the overall flows measured in the system. In
the above example, notice that in view of Eq. (270b), marginal thermodynamic consistency
implies that the two steady forces along edges II should also coincide:
log
wII21 p
st
1
wII12 p
st
2
= log w
II
43 p
st
3
wII34 p
st
4
. (276)
As a consequence, at the stalling steady state both transitions of type II are in same direction.
This is obviously impossible, therefore the steady currents φII12, φII34 must vanish as well at
stalling. The only current at a phenomenological stalling steady state is along cycles formed
by edges of type III and IV.
7 Stasimon: A Negative Result
Marginal currents play a role in the formulation of so-called uncertainty relations between a
current’s variance and the full EPR, recently formulated [82] and proven under quite general
conditions [83,84]. Remarkably, the results hold for marginal currents of any kind, though
it has been argued that the bound is only strict when the current is the entropy production
itself [85]. Therefore it is interesting to inquire whether stricter bounds in terms of marginal
measures of the entropy production, rather than the full entropy production, might hold [85].
The uncertainty relation states that for any current
〈φ2〉
〈φ〉2 ≥
2
∑Aα〈φα〉 . (277)
The bound is significative when the current is the entropy production, φ = ∑Aαφα . Oth-
erwise the bound performs poorly, and one might want to lower the measure of EPR so to
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make the right-hand side of this inequality as high as possible. Since
∑Fα〈φα〉 ≥ Q〈φ〉,
one tempting hypothesis is that the effective EPR might also satisfy the bound:
〈φ2〉
〈φ〉
?≥ 2Q . (278)
The uncertainty relation derives from the following quadratic bound on the rate function
[83]
λ({qα}) ≥
∑
qα〈φα〉
( ∑
qα′ 〈φα′ 〉
∑Aα′′ 〈φα′′ 〉
− 1
)
. (279)
Choosing, for definitiveness, the first current as our observable φ = φ1, and setting qα =
δα,1q , one obtains
λ(q) ≥ q〈φ〉
(
q〈φ〉
σ
− 1
)
. (280)
The bound is found by taking second derivatives and evaluating at q = 0. In our marginal
theory, the quadratic function q〈φ〉(q/Q − 1) that would yield the relation Eq. (278) in a
similar way does not bound λ(q), rather it approximates it as a quadratic taking the same
vanishing values at q = 0,Q. In fact, not only the bound on the SCGF does not hold, but by
randomly inspecting the behavior of several example systems we were able to find several
cases where there is a (mild) violation of the uncertainty relation. One such case is given by
the generator
W =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝
−15 2 6 1
3 −12 10 0
7 10 −21 5
5 0 5 −6
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠
. (281)
Thus we rule out a reasonable hypothesis.
8 Exode: Conclusions
Generic considerations on future perspectives were presented in Sect. 2.3. In this section we
provide a more prosaic list of partial results and of technical issues related to the derivations of
the results that are either unresolved and/or that might be of some interest from a mathematical
point of view.
8.1 Relationship to Doob’s Transform
The tilted operator M({qμ}) is generally not similar to a MJPG. This has implications, for
example, for the efficient computation of the SCGF, which cannot be performed by a direct
application of the Gillespie algorithm but requires more advanced techniques [118,119].
Nevertheless, for all values of the tilting fields {qμ} one can build a MJPG W ({qμ}) out of
the tilted operator M({qμ}), by performing the so-called Doob transform [120]
W ({qμ}) = R({qμ})M({qμ})T R−1({qμ}) − λ({qμ})I , (282)
where R({qμ}) is the diagonal matrix whose entries are the components of the right Perron–
Froebenius eigenvector of M({qμ}). In a way, the typical currents according to this new
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dynamics reproduce the statistics of rare currents of the original dynamics, somehow realizing
Onsager’s regression hypothesis. Furthermore, it can be shown that the diagonal matrix
R({qμ}) [resp. L({qμ})] whose entries are the components of the right [resp. left] eigenvector
of M({qμ}) can be interpreted as the probability of a fluctuation conditioned on being at some
configuration at the final [resp. initial] time [81].
Our theory implies that the hidden TR generator ˜W is the Doob transform evaluated
at λ({Qμ}) = 0, where the Doob’s transform and the forward generator are related by a
similarity transformation. Furthermore, this implies that
Pst = R({Qμ}), (283)
which yields a different interpretation of the right eigenvector for that particular value of the
tilting parameters.
A complementary perspective on tilting techniques regards Markov processes that are
conditioned upon observing a certain event, as thoroughly discussed in Ref. [121]. While
such conditional processes are not Markovian on their own, there exists the possibility of
constructing Markovian generators that best reproduce their behavior. Then the question is
open what particular rare events are typical of hidden time-reversal generators, and what kind
of conditioning on Markov processes they represent.
Knowledge of the effective affinity might be implemented in algorithms for the recon-
struction of the SCGF based on cloning and/or on iterative procedures, e.g. to pinpoint certain
specific values of the SCGF.
8.2 Direct Derivations of the FDR and Activity
Let us consider the derivation of nonequilibrium FDRs carried over e.g. in Ref. [94] and
compare it to our own approach at stalling steady states. We focus on the single-edge scenario
detailed in Sect. 4. The trajectory p.d.f. Eq. (81) can be written in terms of two terms, one
that is time-symmetric and one that is time-antisymmetric:
P[ωt ](x) = exp 1
2
(
[ωt ](x) + 	[ωt ](x)) p0i0 . (284)
where  is a suitably defined time-symmetric term that contains both the Poisson-type
waiting-time distribution, and the activities (symmetrized fluxes). We made explicit the
dependency on parameter x . We have
∂
∂x
	[ωt ](x) = 12[ωt ]. (285)
Let’s look at the response of the average steady-state current:
∂
∂x
φ12(x) = lim
t→∞
1
t
∫
Dωt 12[ωt ] ∂
∂x
P[ωt ](x) (286)
= 1
2
〈φ212〉 + limt→∞
1
2t
〈
12
∂
∂x
(x)
〉
. (287)
This shows that in general to the response of a current contributes the self-correlation and
the correlation of the current with a time-symmetric observable, that contributes in important
ways out of equilibrium.
Let us see how from this we can derive the FDR at equilibrium, that is, assuming there
exists a value x = xeq such that P[ωt ](xeq) = P[ωt ](xeq) (up to boundary terms). Key to
the result is that the time symmetry is not affected by the derivative, therefore
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∂
∂x
[ωt ](xeq) = ∂
∂x
[ωt ](xeq). (288)
Then:
〈
12
∂
∂x
〉eq
=
∫
Dωt P[ωt ](xeq)12[ωt ]∂
∂x
[ωt ](xeq)
=
∫
Dωt P[ωt ](xeq)12[ωt ]∂
∂x
[ωt ](xeq)
= −
〈
12
∂
∂x
〉eq
(289)
and therefore it must vanish.
It would be desirable to have a similar direct proof that the active response vanishes at
stalling steady-states. We could use, instead of the time-reversed trajectory, the hidden time-
reverse trajectory introduced in Sect. 4.9. However, if we go through the same passages as
above the proof halts as we do not have a trajectory such that P[ω˜t ] = ˜P[ωt ] (not even at
stalling). We believe that finding a proper way to deal with such problem would disclose a
whole new set of techniques that could be used to analyze marginal systems.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to consider the large deviation functions of the joint
activities and currents, which in the case of a “complete” theory is known analytically [122].
8.3 Gauge Invariance
In Quantum Field Theory, Wilson loops of gauge connections are the fundamental gauge-
invariant quantities. Importantly, they satisfy the reconstruction property [123,124]: given
the Wilson loops, one can reconstruct the gauge connection up to gauge transformations.
The analogue of Wilson loops in nonequilibrium thermodynamics are the “real” affinities, as
argued in Refs. [75,76]. When considering a system exchanging energy with several of heat
reservoirs at different temperatures (possibly a continuum of them), “real” affinities take the
well-known form
∮
δQ/kB T .
The marginal theory though deals with new objects, the effective affinities, that are not
defined along a single loop, are not defined only in terms of the gauge connection alone, and
somehow have a “renormalized” character, they are “dressed”. Yet they are gauge invariant
and they constitute important observables. So, it would be interesting to ponder how this
construction might go back to gauge theories, in particular as comes to non-Abelian gauge
theories, to the Mandelstam identities, and to the reconstruction property.
8.4 The Deletion-Contraction Paradigm
Some passages in our theory offer a connection to the paradigm of deletion-contraction in
algebraic graph theory [125], that has applications to as remote areas as knot polynomials
[126] and Feynman diagrams [127,128]. Deletion-contraction formulas apply in particular
to spanning-tree polynomials [129]. We notice in passing that most results in this area regard
symmetric Laplacians, while MJPGs are not necessarily symmetric. Then, the deletion-
contraction formula we employed in Eq. (127) rooted oriented spanning tree only holds if
the root is one of the two contracted vertices. It is very easy to generate counterexamples
for other roots. This opens up the question whether it is possible to prove more general
deletion-contraction formulas for weighted oriented graphs.
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